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THIS is the first  of  two papers concerned with an analysis of  English Tokens made of  tin, 
pewter or lead, issued between 1200 and 1672. Lead-pewter tokens of  a cruder kind from 
the later period, 1675 to 1817,1 have not been investigated in the present study. The 
investigation is introduced by a short analysis of  the documentary evidence relating to 
tokens and a brief  discussion of  the role of  tokens. 

The main part of  this paper comprises a multi-disciplinary analysis of  the earlier classes 
of  medieval English tokens. Although this is not intended to include a comprehensive 
catalogue of  all known types of  early medieval tokens — further  varieties being known in the 
Museum of  London and in private collections — the total of  nearly four  hundred distinct 
issues published here does include the majority of  early varieties known to the authors. 
The issues catalogued here derive from  published specimens plus tokens in the collection 
of  one of  the co-authors (MBM) and some belonging to Mr Nigel Mills. Almost five  hundred 
tokens of  recorded provenance have been examined in greater metrological detail and 234 
of  these have had their chemical compositions determined by the other co-author (AS) 
using the X-ray fluorescence  technique. 

Introduction 
Base metal tokens have been used in western Europe for  much of  the time since this 

region came under the control of  Rome nearly two millenia ago.. Significant  numbers of 
Roman leaden tesserae have been found  both on the Continent and in England.2 After  this 
time there was a hiatus during the Anglo-Saxon and Norman periods in England, and during 
the same era on the Continent, following  which base metal tokens once again assumed a 
prominent position in local economy during the decades around 1200.3 Since then tokens, 
which were initially made of  tin or pewter and subsequently more often  leaden, have been 
used more or less continuously until the nineteenth century. The forms  of  the tokens have 
varied both from  one time to another time and also from  place to place. The various uses 
to which they have been put have also varied. During the medieval period pewter and leaden 
tokens probably served a common purpose throughout England, France and the Low 
Countries; but from  the early sixteenth century onwards the form  and usage of  these base 
metal pieces in England was to evolve along very different  lines from  the functions  of  their 
Continental counterparts. 

Although base metal tokens were frequently  used as an alternative to small denomination 
official  coinage, the medieval token should not really be conceived as a straight monetary 
substitute: at least not until after  the Reformation  so far  as England is concerned. The 
medieval token is better thought of  as being a 'chit-for-service',  rather than as an item with 
a set monetary relationship to the sterling farthing;  or to the Continental obol. The difference 
between these two concepts may seem insignificant  when viewed from  our own twentieth-
century economic standpoint, but it does help to explain an important facet  in the nature 
of  our written evidence. Tokens did not compete with authorised coinage either in England, 

1 The extreme dates on the author's tokens. See also antiques', RN  (1897-9), and by M. Mitchiner, 'Rome: 
M. M. Archibald, 'A hoard of lead tokens from Evesham', imperial portrait tesserae from the city of Rome and 
Coin Hoards  5 (1979), 113-15; M. Dean, 'Lead tokens from imperial tax tokens from the province of Egypt', NC 
the river Thames at Windsor and Wallingford', NC  (1977), (1984), 91-114. 
137-47; M. Mitchiner, 'Lead tokens from the Isle of Dogs', 3 The evidence for this date is both documentary and 
Coin Hoards  (in the press). _ archaeological. 

2 Surveyed by M. Rostovtsew, 'Etude sur les plombs 
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or on the Continent. English tokens were not forgeries  of  royal coin, nor were they related 
to the base metal foreign  coin whose import — against the export of  fine  sterling silver — 
placed the Exchequer at an economic disadvantage. Leaden tokens played no part in either 
of  the two major challenges to the official  coinage (forgery  and the circulation of  inferior 
coin); so they escaped notice in the large body of  official  statutes concerned with currency 
regulation.4 Tokens were simply irrelevant to legislation whose primary function  was to 
safeguard  the currency of  the realm. 

During the medieval period token-makers were not considered to be 'false  moneyers' 
and the tokens, themselves, were not viewed as 'false  coin'. In England it was only at the 
time of  Elizabeth I and James I that the Crown began to condemn the unauthorised manu-
facture  and use of  farthing  tokens in tin and lead by local merchants and other persons. The 
situation on the Continent was much the same and only in 1557 did the French Council of 
the Court of  Money state that the canons of  Macon would be condemned as false  moneyers 
unless they ceased making the leaden tokens which they had been in the practice of  produc-
ing for  'more than three or four  hundred years'.5 

The earliest mention of  leaden tokens in an English parliamentary document appears in 
1402 as an incidental comment in a Commons petition to Henry IV complaining of  the 
shortage of  halfpennies  and farthings,  which, it was said, caused people to use 'money of 
foreign  lands, as halfpennies  of  Scotland, and others called galey-halpennys, and, in some 
parts, halfpennies  divided (to the great destruction and waste of  the said money), and in 
some places tokens  of  lead'.6  The comparatively late date of  this reference  and the specific 
role of  money substitute which it assigns to lead tokens should not be allowed to obscure 
the fact  that tokens were in use well before  1400 and performed  quite different  functions. 
The French evidence, which it is legitimate to cite in view of  the general similarity of  French 
and English tokens down to the end of  the fifteenth  century, makes this quite plain. In 
summarising this documentary evidence it is logical to commence with the ecclesiastical 
sphere and progress to the secular. For, so far  as one can judge, the principal user of  the 
earliest tokens was the church, whence the fashion  spread to an extensive secular following. 

Many medieval ecclesiastical tokens, perhaps the major portion, had a function  that was 
restricted to within the issuing body. At the chapter of  Saint-Omer, as in many other places, 
the chaplains received tokens (mereaux) for  attending church services. One of  the early 
records from  this chapter is dated 1428: it bears the comment that eligibility for  receiving 
a token depended on arriving before  the end of  reading the martyrology and not leaving 
before  the end of  high mass.7 These tokens distributed to clergy for  attendances at various 
liturgical offices  were redeemed at appropriate times, twice a year at Chalon,8 for  set sums 
of  money. Fontenay has cited similar arrangements at Arras, Amiens, Autun, Macon, Meaux 
and Nevers;9 but the most comprehensive series of  actual tokens has been published by 
Forgeais10 ^nd comes from  Paris, where they were used in the cathedral of  Notre Dame and 
at other churches. Documentary evidence attests widespread use of  this form  of  token 
from  the fifteenth  century and the tokens, themselves, considerably amplify  the picture 
of  general usage during the sixteenth century. But the custom began much earlier; about 
the time when tokens themselves came into widespread use during the years around 1200. 
The use of  'Nummi matutinales' at Tours can be dated back to 121611 and the manufacture 

4 See R. Ruding, Annals of  the coinage of  Great Britain 
and  its dependancies,  third edition (London, 1840) and also 
T. Snelling, A view of  the silver coin and  coinage of  England 
(London, 1762); T. Snelling, A view of  the coins struck  by 
English  princes in France,  counterfeit  sterlings  etc. (London, 
1769). For galley halfpence and their historical context, 
as viewed in the sixteenth century, see John Stow, A 
survey of  London,  2 vols. (Oxford, 1971), I, 132-3 and 
136-7. 

5 J. de Fontenay, Manuel  de  I'amateur  de  jetons (Paris, 

1854), pp. 70-1. 
6 Ruding, I, 250. 
7 Fontenay, pp. 73 and 75. 
8 Fontenay, p. 69. 
9 pp. 69-95. 

1 0 A. Forgeais, Collection  de  plombs histories trouvis 
dans  la Seine (Paris, 1858-74): see 'Mereaux ecclesistiques', 
pp. 9-100 in 3° serie, Varieties  numismatiques (Paris, 1864). 

11 Fontenay, p. 70. 
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of  tokens by the canons of  Macon would seem to be attested from  the same period according 
to the edict of  1557 cited above. In the middle of  the thirteenth century Odon Rigault, 
archbishop of  Rouen, noted with care during his pastoral visits which religious establish-
ments in his suffragan  dioceses were not using ecclesiastical tokens (mereaux).12 

Although ecclesiastical tokens would appear, on the basis of  documentary evidence, to 
have been in use from  roughly 1200 to 1650 (and later in some places) the extant tokens 
bearing an inscription that defines  such ecclesiastical usage virtually all date from  the 
sixteenth century. Many of  the pieces are actually dated and others bear comparable designs 
referring  them to much the same period. Among the collection formed  by Forgeais from 
diggings along the banks of  the river Seine in Paris ecclesiastical tokens bearing dates range 
from  1566 to 1642 and a number of  undated pieces have a slightly earlier style attributable 
to the early sixteenth century: none can be placed earlier than about 1500. Tokens published 
by Fontenay from  other towns span much the same period. A small group of  analogous 
early sixteenth-century ecclesiastical tokens have been found  at various sites in London, 
but none of  these have yet been published. What form  did ecclesiastical tokens assume 
before  specific  inscriptions were introduced about 1500? They must probably be sought 
among the mass of  non-personalised medieval tokens bearing designs of  a stock nature. 

Restrictions on the use of  ecclesiastical tokens were applied from  the second half  of  the 
sixteenth century, and their subsequent use declined progressively. The interdict placed on 
the Chapter of  Macon in 1557 has already been noted. During the 1570s the same interdict 
was applied to Autun and minting machinery was confiscated.13  In England the Reformation 
effectively  put an end to ecclesiastical tokens. The subsequent use of  'Communion tokens' 
in many Reformed  Churches — for  instance the Wesminster Abbey record of  157114 — is 
not currently under consideration. 

Despite the emphasis in the present context on tokens, it should be remembered that 
attendance at church services during the medieval period was not always remunerated in 
this manner. The published extract from  the Obit book of  Exeter cathedral for  1444 appears 
to show direct monetary payment for  such attendances. As an example: 'At matins were 
present 14 vicars, to each Id. Also 7 annuellars, and 6 secondaries, to each a halfpenny.  Also 
14 choristers, to each a farthing.  Also four  warders, to each a halfpenny,  2d. Total 2s Id ' .1 5 

One quite distinctive class of  ecclesiastical token that has not yet been mentioned is the 
series relating to the annual festival  of  the Boy Bishop, which was held at many towns 
both in England and on the Continent. Rigold16 has studied the English scene where the 
Boy Bishop (Saint Nicholas Bishop) cult was widely attested from  the period of  Edward I 
onwards, particularly in East Anglia. Reeves17 has also commented on the Boy Bishops of 
Salisbury and Gloucester. The French evidence was investigated in some detail by Rigollet18 

who also provided extensive documentary evidence that the Boy Bishop cult was practised 
in many French towns from  the latter part of  the thirteenth century onwards. In France, 
where the festivities  of  some towns tended to debauchery, it was also known as the Feast 
of  Fools {fes  turn stultorum),  as the Feast of  the Subdeacons and as the Feast of  the Innocents. 
It was attested at Amiens from  12911 9 , at Laon (Feast of  the Innocents) from  1284 and 
also at Liege (1330: Episcopus puerorum), as well as at a number of  other places. With the 
exception of  a few  late survivals, such as Peronne, the festival  remained popular until the 
middle of  the sixteenth century and after  that time it declined quite rapidly. In England 
the festival  was abolished during the Reformation,  but transiently restored by Mary Tudor 
(1553-58). The use of  leaden tokens by the Boy Bishop is not attested by documentary 

12 Fontenay, p. 83. Proceeding  of  the Suffolk  Institute  of  Archeology,  34 part 
1 3 Fontenay, p. 71. 2 (1978), 87-101. 
14 J. E. Smith, A catalogue  of  Westminster  Records  1 7 M. Reeves, The  medieval  town (London, 1974). 

(London, 1900), p. 34. 1 8 M. J. R. (M. Rigollet),Monnaies  inconnues des  eveques 
15 English  Historical  Documents, IV:  1327-1485, edited des  innocens, des  fous  et de  quelques autres associations 

by A. R. Myers (1969), no. 457. singulieres  du  meme temps (Paris, 1837). 
16 S. E. Rigold, 'The St. Nicholas or Boy Bishop tokens', 1 9 Rigollet, p. 19. 
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evidence, but a substantial number of  such tokens do exist. They come from  two main sites, 
Amiens in France and Bury St Edmunds in England; though a few  specimens were also 
produced at other towns both on the Continent and in England. The tokens of  both regions 
date from  the late fifteenth  and sixteenth centuries, a chronology derived by Rigold for  the 
English series and confirmed  by dated specimens for  the Continental series. The tokens 
commonly bear an episcopal design of  some form  and nearly all of  them are inscribed; 
the exceptions generally being some stylistically late issues.20 English tokens normally bear 
a religious inscription that commonly alludes to St Nicholas, though one type cites two 
Confraternities,  the Congregacio Dusse and the St Nicholas Guild, which may have defrayed 
the expenses at Bury for  that year. French issues not uncommonly cite the.office  of  the 
Boy Bishop and they sometimes name him; for  example:-21 'Mon. Nova. Epi. Innoc. A. 
1499' (R. 7); 'Moneta Nova 1529 / Franchici. Epi. Innocetvm" (R. 13). 

For what purpose did the Boy Bishop distribute his tokens? It is possible that they were 
purely largesse used for  advertising the festival,  but this seems the less likely view. In keeping 
with known contemporary usage it is far  more likely that such pieces were given as alms to 
the poor (or to other recipients deemed worthy) that could be exchanged by their recipients 
for  food  or drink; reimbursement of  the shopkeeper being an item in the expenses of  the 
festival  to be defrayed  by whoever was responsible on that occasion: the junior canon in the 
case of  Toul,22 the church chapter in the case of  several towns, or a confraternity  accepting 
responsibility. 

From the twelfth  century onwards there arose a number of  brotherhoods (confrairies: 
confraternities)  with a combined secular and ecclesiastical membership. The Grand Confrerie 
Notre-Dame aux Seigneurs pretres et Bourgeois de Paris was established at the Madelaine in 
1168.23 One of  the essential functions  of  the brotherhood was mutual support, lay members 
helping the clergy in temporal matters and vice versa. Mutual assistance also took the form 
of  distributions among members paid from  the revenue of  the brotherhood. Two passages 
in the statutes for  1468 provide evidence that the provost appointed an officer  who had 
special tokens made to pay the priestly brothers (freres  prebstres)  their 'distributions  aux 
services'  and he had to render an annual account to the provost for  this expenditure.24 

Fontenay published a token issued by a confraternity  of  Notre Dame.25 This was used at 
the Church of  St Stephen of  the Greeks in 1559. Details relating to a number of  other 
confraternities  have been documented. 

An aspect of  the relationship between ecclesiastical and secular spheres is manifest  in the 
function  of  alms-giving. This activity was commonly organised around the local church 
and, at least in the case of  the larger cathedrals, alms-giving was often  mediated through the 
distribution of  leaden tokens. As has already been noted, the extant leaden tokens bearing 
inscriptions that specify  this function  only date from  the sixteenth century onwards; 
although the actual practice goes back to a much earlier time. An example of  1569 is 
inscribed 'Sancte Amate Ora P. Nobis' around the saint's bust on one side and 'Distributio 
Ordinaria Canonicorum 1569' around a shield bearing three lis on the reverse. The canons 
of  St Ami at Douai had the right, after  assisting at holy office,  to a portion of  bread and 
wine. They were able to pass on this right and ordinarily distributed it to the poor. On 
leaving the church the canon gave away the token which enabled the recipient to claim his 
repast.26 According to the archives of  Bethune there were, in the fifteenth  century, distri-

2 0 e.g. Rigold, class X. laymen, such as a city magistrate, jointly headed the 
2 1 Rigollet, nos 7 and 13. Rigollet's tokens were later brotherhood. The Assumption (15 August), principal 

acquired by Feuardent and are included among nos 6543- feast of the brotherhood, was celebrated by a procession 
6639 in F. Feuardent, Jetons  et mereaux depuis  Louis IX  from the Madelaine. 
jusqu'a la fin  du  consulat de  Bonaparte (Paris, 1904-15). 2 4 Fontenay, pp. 90-2. 

2 2 Rigollet, pp. 41-6, describing the festival at Toul, 2 5 Fontenay, p. 92: see also Feuardent, nos 4170-9. 
as originally recorded in 1497. Within nos 4014-351, Feuardent includes numerous 

2 3 From 1224 some women were admitted and subse- Parisian church tokens, 
quently members normally included the king and queen. A 2 6 Fontenay, p. 90. 
cleric, commonly the archbishop of Paris, and a prominent 
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butions of  tokens (mereaux) to the poor in times of  need. These tokens were taken to 
bakers commissioned by the commune or parish for  the purpose and there exchanged for 
bread.27 The use of  tokens in alms-giving was widespread, but much of  the documentation 
and of  the extant tokens relate to later periods. A large series of  alms-tokens from  Liege28 

date mainly from  seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as do those from  the Cathedral 
of  Saint Salvator at Bruges.29 

Medieval tokens produced by ecclesiastical authorities were not solely ecclesiastical in 
their usage. In the fifteenth  century the chapter of  St Omer distributed tokens to workmen 
and also sometimes to strangers. These tokens could be exchanged for  food  and drink at 
inns in the town approved by the chapter. The inn-keeper would then redeem from  the 
chapter, on presentation of  the token(s), the price of  the repast.30 Tokens issued by the 
chapter of  St-Jean de Perpignan were also used in the neighbouring town.31 

Continental documents attest the use of  leaden tokens in secular, as well as ecclesiastical, 
circles during the medieval period. In Paris the introduction of  'candle tokens' led to a 
dispute in 1320 which has been recorded.32 This dispute arose between the masters of  the 
candle-workers guild and the poor women of  the city who, since the time of  St Louis (IX), 
had been in the habit of  selling the candles in the streets. The subject of  the dispute was an 
alteration to the mode of  compensation of  these women who were now to be paid by the 
masters in candle tokens, in place of  the former  receipt tickets. The women collected up 
their tokens and redeemed them for  cash on the appropriate occasion. 

Several earlier references  to medieval secular tokens have been noticed. Buick and Buick33 

have cited a French charter of  1167 given to the count of  Nevers which referred  to tokens 
as articles well known and as conferring  on those who possessed them the exclusive right to 
cry, carry and sell certain commodities which were specified.  The same authors also cited 
an order made by the sheriffs  of  Douai and dated to 1217 which showed tokens of  a particular 
description to have been employed at times as equivalents of  certain small coins, a function 
also noted by Fontenay3 4 for  the towns of  Perpignan, Termonde, Maubeuge and Puy. A 
further  example of  secular tokens appears in a French royal decree of  1346 referring  to the 
'clerks of  the tokens for  almsgiving'.35 The issue of  a tin token (meriau d'estain)  is recorded 
in the Journal de Paris for  1429.36 Lead tokens of  fifteenth-century  type found  at Arras 
have been published by Dancoisne37 who also cited several fifteenth-century  ordinances 
forbidding  their use as money. 

Along the path from  ecclesiastical to secular usage of  tokens one enters the realm of  the 
Trade Guilds: an environment already alluded to in connection with the Parisian candle-
makers tokens being used in 1320. Although there is documentary evidence of  guild tokens 
going back to the fourteenth  century, one is again in a situation where actual tokens bearing 
inscriptions specifying  particular guilds only date from  the sixteenth century onwards. An 
extensive selection of  tokens issued by the guilds of  Paris from  about 1500 has been published 
by Forgeais.38 He also attributed a number of  medieval pieces to various of  these guilds 
because they bear guild emblems, but it is difficult  either to verify  or to refute  such con-

2 7 Forgeais, 5° serie, Numismatique  Populaire  (Paris, 
1866), p. 209. 

2 8 Fontenay, p. 95; Feuardent, nos 14585-606. 
2 9 G. Berry, 'Tokens of Bruges1, Coins (1974), 16-18; 

L. Minard van Hoorebeke, Description de  mereaux et 
jetons de  presence etc. des  glides  et corps de  metiers, 
tglisesetc.  (Gent, 1877-9). 

3 0 Fontenay, pp. 65-6. 
3 1 Fontenay, p. 66. 
3 2 Fontenay, p. 65. 
3 3 G. R. Buick and D. Buick, 'On a small collection of 

Presbyterian communion tokens', Ulster  journal of  archae-
ology 9 (1903), 17-30. 

3 4 Fontenay, p. 66. 

3 5 Buick and Buick. 
3 6 C. L. (C. Leber), 'Introduction, ou coup-d'oeil sur 

1'usage des medailles de plomb, le personnage de fou, et 
les rebus dans le moyen age', in Rigollet, p. xxv. 

3 1 L. Dancoisne, 'Les petits mereaux de plomb d'Arras 
aux types de mailles', RNB  (1884), 55-65 and pis. II—III. 
He dated these tokens to the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries, but parallels with tokens found in London 
suggest a fifteenth-century date. 

3 8 A. Forgeais, Numismatique  des  Corporations  Parisien-
nes, metiers, etc. (Paris, 1874) and also 1° serie, Mereaux 
des  Corporations  de  metiers (Paris, 1862). See also Feuar-
dent, nos 4865-6 and others between nos 4831 and 5367. 
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elusions and in some of  these instances identical tokens have been found  in fifteenth-century 
contexts in the river Thames.39 Guild tokens of  the sixteenth-century French series are not 
a feature  of  the English scene though, as just noted, the medieval pieces that Forgeais would 
consider to have been their precursors do occur in fifteenth-century  English finds.  The 
socio-economic changes of  Henry VIII's reign steered the development of  English commercial 
tokens away from  the guild pattern that was to continue in France and to evolve further  in 
the Low Countries, an area studied by Dirks,40 Perreau,41 van Hoorebeke and Koning.42 

Many guild tokens from  the Low Countries have recently been illustrated by Schulman.43 

The use of  guild tokens as a means of  remuneration for  services rendered, a token that would 
subsequently be redeemed for  money, has already been noticed in connection with the 
candle tokens (merellos  cereos) current in 1320. But the guilds were essentially secular 
confraternities  founded  for  the mutual support and benefit  of  the members and the primary 
use of  guild tokens is likely to have been within the confines  of  the guild itself.  In keeping 
with clerical usage, one function  of  guild tokens was probably related to the distribution of 
benefits  to eligible members. During the post-medieval period in the Low Countries the 
function  of  guild tokens was extended to cover additional aspects in the obligation of 
mutual support between members. Members were obliged to support their fellows  in times 
of  trouble (e.g. fire  damage) and to attend the funerals  of  deceased brethren. When fulfilling 
these obligations the exchange of  a token confirmed  fulfillment  of  the duty and an annual 
reckoning was made. The histories of  two London guilds, the Pewterers44 and the Tallow 
Chandlers,45 have recently been investigated in some detail, though without mention of 
guild tokens.46 That such artefacts  may well have been considered too common-place 
for  contemporaries to make a record of  them is possibly attested by the Diary of  Margery 
Kempe which was written about 1440.47 Tokens do not feature  in the wealth of  contem-
porary detail found  there, nor do pewter pilgrim's badges, though she travelled extensively 
and visited many pilgrim shrines. These also appear to have been too common-place to 
merit her written attention. Although Erasmus mentioned English leaden tokens as an 
incidental comment in his Adagia,48 there was no report of  such artefacts  in the record 
of  his visits to Walsingham and Canterbury.49 

By the time of  Elizabeth I when references  to tokens are once more to be found  the 
English culture and economy had passed through a severe metamorphosis, so one should 
be wary about extrapolating the economic role of  Elizabethan tokens backwards into the 
medieval period. Nevertheless, contemporary comment is most instructive. In 1571 

3 9 To be published in the second part of this study. For 
similar tokens see C. Roach Smith, Catalogue  oftheMuseum 
of  London  Antiquities, (London, 1854), p. 158 pi. 773; 
also S. E. Rigold, 'Jettons and Tokens', pp. 97-104 in G. 
and C. Milne, Medieval  waterfront  development  at Trig 
Lane, London:  an account of  excavations at Trig  Lane, 
London  1974-6 and  related  researches, Special Paper no. 
5, London and Middlesex Archeological Society (1982). 

4 0 J. Dirks, 'Deux cents mereaux des corporations metiers 
des Pays Bas', RNB  3 (1859), 73-132; 'Jetons de presence 
aux funerailles etc., des quartiers de la Haye', RNB  3 
(1859), 492-517; De Noord-Nederlandsche  Gildepenningen 
(Leeuwarden, 1878). 

4 1 A. Perreau, 'Essai de monographie des mereaux des 
corporations de metiers des Pays-Bas', RNB  2 (1858), 
380-430. 

4 2 D. A. Wittop Koning, De penningen der  Noord-
Nederlandse  Ambachtsgilden  (Amsterdam, 1978). 

4 3 J. Schulman, 'Guild medals and tokens', lots 2663 
to 2903 in catalogue 275 (Amsterdam, Sept. 27/Oct. 1, 
1982). 

4 4 J. Hatcher and T. C. Barker, A history of  British 
Pewter (London, 1974). 

4 5 R. Monier-Williams, The  Tallow  Chandlers  of  London 

(London, 1971-7). 
4 6 English  Historical  Documents: IV  includes quotations 

from numerous documents relating to medieval English 
guilds (nos 614 and subsequently) and details of the contri-
butions made by local guilds to the building of Bodmin 
church in 1469-72 (no. 446). Guild tokens are not cited 
in any of these sources, nor in such studies as J. Bromley 
and H. Child, The  armorial  bearings of  the guilds  of  London 
(London, 1960); C. Piatt, The  English  medieval  town 
(London, 1976). 

4 7 The  book of  Margery  Kempe  (c.1440),  edited by S. B. 
Meech (Early English Text Society London, 1940). 

4 8 P. Grierson, 'Notes on early Tudor coinage', BNJ 
(1972), 85-7. Grierson showed that Erasmus's comment 
on lead tokens did not appear in early editions of the 
Adagia: the first citation being in the Basel edition of 1533. 
The comment in the Adagia cited by many writers usually 
derives from an early notice by T. Snelling, A view of  the 
copper coin and  coinage of  England  (London, 1766), p. 2. 

4 9 Pilgrimages  to Saint  Mary  of  Walsingham  and  Saint 
Thomas  of  Canterbury  by Desiderius  Erasmus, translated 
by J. G. Nicols (London, 1849); first published with the 
titlePeregrinatio  religionis  ergo, c.1524. 
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Westminster Abbey paid for  'Token money produced at Easter, 1571, £5 6s 4d, and on 
Trinity Sunday 4s 6d. ' s o In 1576/8251 it was possible for  Queen Elizabeth to write of  'a 
long contynued and yet a very intollerable and arrogant disorder used by private persons 
in makinge of  tokens of  leade and tynne, and generally coyned and put out instead of 
such small monys by grocers, vintners, chandlers and alehouse-keepers, and diverse other 
persons'. Budelius,52 writing in 1591, also spoke of  leaden money current among the 
English. A proclamation of  Elizabeth I to the mayor and aldermen of  Bristol in 1594s3 

speaks of  persons there who 'without any manner of  authority, do frame  and stamp in 
lead and brasse, certain farthing  tokens of  sundry sortes and making, uttering them to their 
private use in exchange of  monies in their several trades and occupations'. In Dekker's 
play, 'The Honest Whore' (1604), Castruchio says:54 'Let me alone, I have a trick, a conceit, 
a thing, a device will sting him i'faith,  if  he have but a thimbleful  of  blood in's belly, or a 
spleen not so big as a tavern token'.  A few  years later, in 1612/13 (9 James I), Sir James 
Cotton recommended55 a coinage of  small moneys and stated that there were then in 
London 'above three thousand that, one with another, cast yearly five  pounds a-piece in 
leaden tokens, whereof  the tenth remaineth not unto them at the year's end, when they 
renewed their store, which amounted to above 15,000 L. The rest of  the realm be reckoned 
not to be inferior  to the city in proportion'. James I's proclamation of  16 1 3 5 6 commenced 
with an acknowledgement that in times past some toleration had existed, in the realm, 
of  tokens of  lead, commonly known by the name of  farthing  tokens, to pass between 
vintners, tapsters, chandlers, bakers and other like tradesmen and their customers. 

These comments on the many purposes for  which leaden tokens were made emphasise 
some of  the essential differences  between a token and a coin within the framework  of  the 
medieval way of  life.  Although some comments have necessarily related to times later than 
the reign of  Henry VIII, it should again be mentioned that until this period the kinds of 
tokens actually used and found  in England and in France shared much in common with one 
another as judged from  extant specimens, and their modes of  use are also likely to have been 
similar in both countries. 

Although one would wish that contemporary references  to tokens should be easy to 
correlate with the tokens themselves, the actual relationship between these two classes of 
evidence is not so straightforward.  The documentary evidence surveyed above shows that 
medieval tokens subserved a fairly  wide variety of  different  functions.  But the medieval 
tokens themselves, be they English or French, comprise a generally unform  series of  issues 
that evolved during the course of  time. The apparent discrepancy can be reduced by making 
a rather more precise statement of  the evidence: the documentary evidence refers  to the 
wide spectrum of  token users, whereas the tokens themselves provide information  about the 
small number of  token manufacturers. 

The English tokens published here form  a close-knit series with the issues in any one 
group sharing much in common regarding such features  as engraving style, fabric  and metal. 
Faced with the large variety of  individual issues one should remember that these tokens 
were cast in multi-specimen moulds. The Scottish mould57 for  pictorial tokens produced 
six specimens that each bore different  designs. The 2,061 pictorial tokens in the Dublin 
(Winetavern Street) hoard comprised replicates of  only eighteen designs and all these were 
probably manufactured  by the use of  only three 6-piece moulds. The moulds for  casting 

5 0 Smith, p. 34. 
51 Harleian MS no. 698. See Snelling, Copper  coin, p. 3 

and appendix one. 
5 2 Budelius, De monetis et re numaria (Cologne, 1591), 

II, p. 5. See Snelling, Copper  coin, p. 2; and J.B. Caldecott 
andG. C. Yates, 'Leaden tokens', BNJ  4 (1908), 1-10. 

5 3 Snelling, Copper  coin, appendix 3. 
5 4 Dekker, The  honest whore (1604), part the First, Act 

1, scene 4. The writers are grateful to Mr P. Munro-Walker 
for this reference. 

55 Ruding, I, 369, footnote 4. 
56 Ruding, p. 369. 
5 7 Discussed by M. Dolley and W. A. Seaby, 'A find of 

thirteenth-century pewter tokens from the National Museum 
excavations at Winetavern Street, Dublin', NCirc  (1971), 
446-8. 
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medieval tokens found  in the River Seine and published by Forgeais58 were all multi-
token stone moulds. The number of  tokens per mould varied with size: thus, six large 
tokens, four  medium size tokens and variously six or ten of  the small fifteenth-century  'cross 
and pellets' tokens.59 It follows  that the wide variety of  English token issues observed in the 
present paper would have been produced from  a very much smaller number of  separate 
moulds: conceivably as few  as fourteen  moulds for  the eighty-four  issues of  the main series 
pictorial tokens and eleven moulds for  the 106 issues of  main series geometric tokens. These 
are only hypothetical figures  used to illustrate the point. 

One feature  that should be mentioned is that where several tokens have been catalogued 
as belonging to the same issue, these are nearly always products of  the same mould. In the 
case of  better preserved specimens, particularly among the pewter issues, one can define 
identical engraving details, identical mould flaws,  design axes and positions of  the casting 
sprue. These mould identities apply irrespective of  whether the tokens came from  the 1845 
Aldersgate hoard, from  late nineteenth-century collections or from  the river Thames during 
the 1970s to early 1980s and also irrespective of  the site in London where the tokens were 
found,  or whether they were found  in Dublin or in Paris. The picture that emerges depicts 
a concentrated and active token-making industry in London where large numbers of  tokens 
were being made by a very small number of  persons who mass-produced their merchandise 
from  a handful  of  moulds and then made use of  an effective  and wide distribution service. 

The pewter tokens appear to have been produced under ecclesiastical authority, the 
Church being the only recorded pewter manufacturer60  during the hundred years, or so, 
before  1300 when most of  the pewter tokens were produced. The expansion of  English 
commerce under Edward I was followed  by increasing organisation in the commercial 
sphere and this included the consolidation of  a secular pewter industry61 during the course 
of  the early fourteenth  century. The early fourteenth  century was the period when the 
material of  which tokens were made changed from  pewter to lead and it is realistic to see 
the ecclesiastical pewter tokens being undercut and then replaced by cheaper secular issues 
made in lead by the rising metal workers misteries. Who made the leaden tokens? It is 
tempting to nominate the Pewterers mistery — despite the two obvious comments that the 
tokens are made of  lead, rather than pewter,' and that the Pewterers did not achieve guild 
status until 1473.62 Against the latter, it must be noted that records of  English pewtering 
go back to the early fourteenth  century and that the craft  was regulated in the Pewterers 
Ordinances of  1348.63 As regards the former  point, investigation of  the various English 
misteries shows that lead-working was only pursued to an appreciable extent by two among 

58 A. Forgeais, 5° serie, Numismatique  Populaire  (Paris, 
1866), pp. 250-3. He also cited (p. 254) an extract from 
the Archives of Lille for 1460 citing the making of stone 
moulds for casting leaden tokens. 

55 For a medieval mould from Kent see B. Spencer, 
'Roman and Medieval defences of Rochester',  Archaeologia 
Cantiana  83 (1969), 102-3. For a medieval stone mould 
from a Yorkshire excavation see P. Mills, 'Medieval stone 
mould (Bedern)', Bulletin  of  the Yorkshire  Archaeological 
Trust  (1976), 11-13 and also C. Piatt, Medieval  England: 
a social history and  archaeology  from  the Conquest  to 
1600 AD (London, 1978), pp. 99-100. A multi-specimen 
mould for casting false coins was published by P. Nelson, 
'Plumbago mould for the fabrication of coins of Henry 
VII\NC  (1905), 205-7 and pi. IX. 

6 0 Discussed in detail by Hatcher and Barker, A history 
of  British Pewter and by J. Hatcher, English  tin production 
and  trade  before  1550 (Oxford, 1973). Ecclesiastical use of 
pewter was at a peak during the eleventh to thirteenth 
centuries and then declined quite rapidly after 1300. 

6 1 The earliest record of English secular pewter appears 
in 1307 (Hatcher and Barker, p. 34) and is followed by 

three records of London pewterers in 1311 (p. 38). There-
after secular pewtering expanded rapidly while ecclesiastical 
usage declined. 

" Bromley and Child, p. 197. Stow (p. 201) mentioned 
Pewterers' Hall and incorporation of the guild in 13 Edward 
IV. 

6 3 The 1348 Pewterers' Ordinances, discussed by Hatcher 
and Barker (p. 145), covered 'copper, tin and lead, in due 
proportions: of which three metals they make vessels, that 
is to say pots, salts, dishes, platters'. Two distinct pewter 
alloys were recognised: pewter for sadware was pure tin 
tempered with as much copper 'as of its own nature it will 
take' and for lay pewter was tin alloyed with lead 'in 
reasonable proportions'; not generally less than 4:1. The 
composition of pewter tokens (c.62 per cent tin) is not far 
removed from the 'lay pewter' recipe. The permitted 
amount of lead in lay pewter varied slightly - 22 lb per 
112 lb tin in the 1348 ordinances just cited, 16 lb per 112 lb 
tin in a judgement against John de Hiltone in 1350, 26 lb 
per 112 lb tin in a fifteenth-century craft record (Hatcher 
and Barker, pp. 146-7 and 164). 
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them, the Pewterers and the Plumbers: the former  regulated by ordinances in 1348 and the 
latter in 1365. The manufacture  of  small and intricate items requiring finesse  and fine  detail 
was more in the province of  the pewterers than the plumbers; though it should be recalled 
that the production of  accurate weights in lead fell  within the domain of  the plumbers.64 

If  the manufacture  of  medieval English secular tokens is to be attributed to one of  the craft 
misteries, then the Pewterers mistery appears to be the most appropriate candidate. 

Having invoked the Church as manufacturer  of  most early pewter tokens and the 
Pewterers mistery as likely manufacturer  of  most subsequent leaden tokens, it is necessary 
to look once again at the tokens themselves. For one should beware of  attributing any 
absolute monopoly to either group of  manufacturers.  Investigation of  the tokens shows 
that well over three-quarters of  them belong to close-knit series and it is these that can be 
attributed to the two major manufacturers  — the Church and the Pewterers. But some 
tokens, both among the pewter series and also among the lead series, clearly fall  outside the 
main groupings. One can make little comment about their makers — many craftsmen  could 
have possessed the necessary technical knowledge, raw materials and commercial outlet. 

The manufacture  of  tokens appears to have been a closely controlled operation, at least 
so far  as the major portion of  extant material is concerned. Their distribution was another 
operation that would also appear to have been well organised. The Dublin (Winetavern 
Street) hoard provides one item of  evidence for  bulk distribution — it being recalled that all 
of  the Dublin designs are also known from  mould-duplicate tokens found  in London. 

Who used the tokens and how were they used? Although the evidence is somewhat 
fragmentary  one can make some suggestions. In a specifically  English context it would be 
difficult  to avoid drawing a relationship between the rapid growth of  pilgrimage subsequent 
to the murder of  Thomas a Becket in 1 17065 and the more or less contemporaneous devel-
opment of  an ecclesiastical token-producing industry. As one link there is the evidence that 
pilgrim inns were established by church authority (and often  run by religious orders) close 
to major shrines and also along some pilgrim routes.66 At that time the smallest royal coin 
was a silver penny and the average wage of  a labourer on a day when he was fortunate 
enough to be working was also a penny.67 In a rural environment it is doubtful  if  the 
average peasant even had much use for  money during the twelfth  and thirteenth centuries. 
Yet, many pilgrims belonged to the peasant class, both in England68 and also in France.69 

6 4 Bromley and Child, p. 204. The Plumbers had the 
duty of testing leaden weights whereas the Founders tested 
weights made of brass and bronze. Bromley and Child 
discussed the evolution of Guild organisation in detail: 
none of the other fourteenth-century craft misteries seem 
likely to have been major producers of lead (or pewter) 
tokens. Regarding weights see also B. Kisch, Scales  and 
weights, a historical  outline (New Haven, 1965) and A. 
Dieudonni, Manuel  des  poids  monetaires (Paris, 1925). 

6 5 Among the wealth of literature on Thomas Becket and 
the Canterbury pilgrimage some early descriptions and 
some publications concerning pilgrim badges have most 
relevance to the present discussion. For early descriptions 
see, in addition to Chaucer's Canterbury  Tales  and Lang-
land's Piers Plowman, The  Book of  Margery  Kempe  (c. 
1440), Peregrinatio  religionis  ergo (c.1524) of Erasmus, and 
W. Lambarde, A perambulation  of  Kent  (London, 1570: 
edition of 1826), pp. 262-84. Regarding pilgrim badges see 
C. Roach Smith, 'Religious signs or tokens of the Middle 
Ages', Collectanea  Antiqua, 1 (London, 1848), 81-91 and 
Catalogue  of  the Museum  of  London  Antiquities (London, 
1854); Forgeais, 2° serie, Enseignes de  pelerinages  (Paris, 
1863) and 4° serie, Imagerie  religieuse  (Paris, 1865); B. W. 
Spencer, 'Medieval pilgrim badges', Rotterdam  Papers, a 
contribution  to Medieval  Archeology:  teksten  van lezingen, 
gehouden  tijdens  het symposium voor Middeleeuwse 
Archeologie,  March  1966  (Rotterdam, 1968), pp. 137-53 

and Medieval  pilgrim  badges  from  Norfolk  (Norfolk 
Museums service 1980). For modern investigations of 
the medieval pilgrimage see R. C. Finucane, Miracles  and 
pilgrims:  popular beliefs  in Medieval  England  (London 
1977); D. J. Hall, Medieval  English  Pilgrimage  (London, 
1966); W. Pur cell, Pilgrim's  England  (London, 1981). 

6 6 For instance, S. Heath, Pilgrim  life  in the Middle 
Ages (London, 1911), pp. 200-26; H. Loxton, Pilgrimage 
to Canterbury  (Newton Abbot, 1978), pp. 105-10; and 
see previous footnote. 

67 Dialogus de  Scaccario:  The  Course  of  the Exchequer 
(c. 1176/8), edited and translated by C. Johnson (London, 
1950) and 'Constitutio Domus Regis: Establishment of the 
Royal Household' (c.1136), pp. 128-35 in the same book. 
Daily labourer's wages have been analysed down to the 
reign of Henry VIII by J. Hatcher, Plague,  population and 
the English  economy, 1348-1530 (London, 1977). See 
also English  Historical  Documents: IV.  During the course 
of the Middle Ages the average daily labourer's wage rose 
from one penny to four pence; but due to monetary 
devaluations the actual amount of silver represented only 
doubled (Id. in 1230 weighed 22.5 grains; 4d. in 1530 
weighed 42.7 grains). 

6 8 Finucane, pp. 130-51. 
6 9 E. le Roy Ladurie, Montaillou;  Cathars  and  Catholics 

in a French  village,  1294-1324 (1978; Penguin edition 
1980). 
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The modest daily requirements of  peasant pilgrims would have been far  better discharged 
through the use of  tokens, than by coins whose value was too great. As a later example of 
one item of  expenditure one can contemplate the two fellows  of  Merton College (Oxford) 
who travelled with four  servants in 1331 and spent two-pence for  beds for  one night for  all 
six persons.70 Pilgrimages were normally organised events, rather than haphazard affairs, 
and with the Church acting as manufacturer,  distributor and guarantor of  tokens it is not 
difficult  to conceive how the use of  such pieces (presumably acquired by the prospective 
pilgrim at the time of  his enrolment) would have lubricated the economic aspects of  the 
journey. This interpretation, although analysed from  another point of  view, does have 
some affinities  with two separate suggestions put forward  by Akerman, when he published 
the first  group of  pictorial tokens in 1845, and at a later date by Caldecott and Yates. 

Good ideas tend to be copied, and even though the major portion of  early English pewter 
tokens may well have subserved the requirements of  pilgrimage,71 the same was certainly 
not always the case. One of  the earliest French references  to tokens (1167), says that only 
those persons who possessed the appropriate token had the right to merchandise ('cry, 
carry and sell') their wares. If  one applies this statement to extant tokens of  the earliest 
period and includes the concept that the merchant may also have demonstrated his author-
isation token; then the sewn tokens are an obvious candidate. These early sewn tokens, 
which were used both in France and in England, can well be conceived as badge-tokens/ 
tickets demonstrating authorisation of  a merchant to pursue specified  forms  of  commercial 
activity. Another class of  early pewter token that clearly has no links with pilgrimage is 
represented by the brothel token catalogued below. A substantial number of  later medieval 
brothel tokens is known,72 but this is the only early pewter specimen. The most renowned 
London brothels were the Stewes on the Southwark bank of  the Thames. In the 1603 
edition of  survey of  London, John Stow introduced them as 'the Bordello or Stewes, a place 
so called, of  certaine stew houses priviledged there, for  the repaire of  incontinent men to the 
like women'. The activities of  the privileged stew houses were regulated by parliament in 
1161/2 (8 Henry II) and at various later dates.73 

Progressing to the secular leaden tokens of  the fourteenth  century, it is not difficult  to 
conceive how a pre-existing ecclesiastical concept linked with pilgrimage could have been 
extended to encompass a variety of  functions  in the commercial sphere. The wider range 
of  uses, both ecclesiastical and secular, to which such tokens were now put is at least partly 
documented in the French sources discussed previously. What is also apparent from  com-
parison of  fourteenth-century  tokens (English and French) with fourteenth-century  records 
is that, although a few  users may have made their own tokens, the great majority of  token-
users purchased their stocks of  tokens from  a centralised manufacturing  source. 

The organised system of  token manufacture  and distribution suffered  transient interrup-
tion in the middle years of  the fourteenth  century. The transition from  'pictorial' tokens to 
'geometric' tokens is quite clearly placed in the same period as Edward Ill's succession of 
currency devaluations;74 the years around 1350. This major change in the form  of  tokens, 
and also the several ephemeral minor groups of  'transitional' tokens that share a well defined 

7 0 Loxton, p. 109. Regarding the shortage of small 
change and monetary policies of the period under consider-
ation see Ruding and also M. Mate, 'Monetary policies in 
England, 1272-1307' BNJ  41 (1972), 34-79; N. J. Mayhew 
and D. R. Walker, 'Crockards and pollards: imitation and 
the problem of fineness in a silver coinage', Edwardian 
monetary affairs  (1279-1344),  edited N. J. Mayhew (British 
Archaeological Reports 36. Oxford, 1977), pp. 125-46. 

71 A parallel to the unauthorised copying of tokens can 
be seen in the case of medieval pilgrim badges in whose sale 
the church tried to maintain its own monopoly. Despite 
threats of excommunication local townspeople often made 
badges (and other relics) for sale to pilgrims. See Spencer, 

Rotterdam  papers, pp. 141-2. 
7 2 Forgeais, Numismatique  populaire, pp. 257-70. 
7 3 Stow, 11,54-5. 
7 4 The statute of 18 Edward III (1344) ordained that 

266 pence should be made from one tower pound of 
silver (hence 20% grains per penny, in place of 22 grains 
hitherto). This was increased to 270 pence per pound 
(penny 20 grains) in the statute of 20 Edward III (1346) 
and to 300 pence per pounds (penny 18 grains) in the 
statute of 27 Edward III (1353). The weight of the silver 
penny thus fell from 22 to 18 grains. See Ruding for 
details. 



THE SIZE OF TOKENS 

Weight (gm)b Diameter (mm)c 
A Thickness (mm) 

Number3 major minor major minor n major minor n e 

catalogued series series series series series series 
A Pewter 
Sewn tokens 14 — var. — var. 14 — var. l f 

Prototype tokens Ag 3 — lVi-2 — 18-21 3 — — 

B 3 1.9 (0.1)h 19(0) 3 — — 

C 1 — lVi — 17 1 — — 

A+B+C (1%) (19.1) 0.96 (0.07) 3 
Beaded border tokens 28 1.0 (0.2) 18.0 (0.05) 11 0.69 (0.15) 24 
Main pictorial tokens A 1 — 3% — 21 1 — 1.05 1 

B 129 0.72 (0.1) 15.7 (0.5) 97 0.60 (0.14) 47 
Subsidiary pictorial tokens 2 — 0.55 — 15 1 — 0.38 1 w 

z 
Late pictorial tokens A.l. 12 0.59 (0.1) 14.8 (0.6) 11 0.50 (0.12) 5 0 

A.21 12 - 0.77 (0.2) - 14.8 (0.5) 5 - 0.58(0.19) 7 I-1 

C/3 B Lead EE 

Late pictorial tokens B.l 53 0.93 (0.2) 15.0 (0.5) 27 0.64 (0.12) 9 H 
O 

B.2 47 — 1.28 (0.2) — 14.8 (0.9) 13 — 0.81 (0.13) 8 W 
w 

1.02 (0.03) 14.4 (0.8) 4 Z 
0.83 (0.2) 12.1 (1.3) 4 CO 

Mid 14th century A 7 — 1.11 (0.4) — 15.6 (1.1) 7 — — 0 
transitional tokens 10 0 

BJ 5 — 1.3-2.7 _ 18-24 5 _ 1.12 l + 2 k 0 
C 12 — 1.41 (0.3) — 16.8 (0.9) 8 — 0.75 1+5 H 

O 
D 12 — 1.08 (0.2) — 13.2(0.4) 6 — 0.62+ 10 

Geometric tokens A 2 — 1.6-2 — 20-21 2 _ _ to 
B 138 1.11 (0.2) 14.4 (0.8) 86 0.62+ 80 Cn 

Contemporary geometric A 2 - 1.4-2.7 — 13-15 2 — — 

tokens 
B 4 - (all worn) — (all worn) 4 — — 

a. The total number of tokens whose diameters and weights are recorded in the catalogue (infra):  pewter 205, lead 282: altogether 487. 
b, c. Statistical analysis was only performed on tokens in good condition. 
d. Number of tokens in good condition upon which statistical analyses were performed. 
e. Number of tokens whose thickness was measured with a micrometer. 
f. One sewn token was 0.65 mm thick, but observation shows a wide range. 
g. Pure tin tokens. 
h. Standard deviations (n - 1) are cited in parentheses. 
i. The last pewter issues (A.2) tend to be rather degraded specimens retaining much the same diameter as A.l tokens. But they are generally thicker and heavier and with 

a wider range of variation in these two measurements (cf. standard deviations). 
j. A transient revival of pewter. 
k. i.e. 1 token was measured (1.12 mm) plus two were checked with a micrometer to make sure their thickness was no less than 0.62 mm. 
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mid-century date, appear as consequences of  the socio-economic upheaval wrought by the 
Black Death.75 

Once economic re-organisation had taken place the evidence provided by the 'geometric' 
tokens suggests a return to a closely monitored and centralised system of  secular token 
manufacture.  The coherent series of  'geometric' tokens, among which one should presum-
ably see the 'leaden tokens' referred  to in the Commons' petition of  1402, remained current 
from  the later years of  Edward III until the reign of  Henry VI; a time that marks the end of 
the present study. 

THE TOKENS 

The  size of  the Tokens 
The general pattern of  evolution in the size of  tokens is apparent from  the figures  in the accompanying 

table. Two features  seem to have played an important role in shaping their evolution, namely the fact  that lead 
is softer  than pewter and the size of  the silver coins. Thin tokens made in pewter are noticably more durable 
than tokens of  the same thickness made of  lead: one also notices that very thin lead tokens possess more 
casting flaws  than pewter specimens of  the same module. These observations are reflected  in the analysis 
by an increased thickness of  tokens after  their material changed from  pewter to lead. The weight of  successive 
pewter token series declined progressively in parallel with their declining diameter: 1.9 gm (19 mm) — 1.0 gm 
(18 mm) — 0.72 gm (15% mm) — 0.6 gm (15 mm). With the change to lead the diameter tended to remain 
stable, but the weight (and thickness) showed a noticeable increase: 0.9 gm (15 mm) — 1.1 gm (14% mm). 

The second point that has been mentioned is the link between the size of  tokens and that of  contem-
porary silver coins. This link refers  to the diameter, and not to the thickness or the weight. The size of  the 
token flan  appears to have been modelled on the size of  the silver penny at the period when tokens first 
made their appearance during the decades around 1200. The short cross pennies and the early tokens of 
this period both have diameters around 19 mm. Thereafter  coins and tokens followed  their individual 
patterns of  evolution until the time of  Edward III, when the diameter for  most types of  tokens stabilised 
at about the same size as the sterling halfpenny:  MVi to 15 mm. 

Figures relating to the major series provide a concise picture of  the main evolutionary stream:-
Weight Diameter Thickness 

Pewter Prototype circular tokens 1.9 gm 19 mm 1.0 mm 
(tin 62%, lead 38%) Beaded border pictorial tokens 1.0 gm 1 8 mm 0.7 mm 

Main pictorial tokens 0.7 gm 15% mm 0.6 mm 
Late pictorial tokens A.l 0.6 gm 15 mm 0.5 mm 

Lead Late pictorial tokens B.l 0.9 gm 1 5 mm 0.6 mm 
(virtually 100%) Geometric tokens B 1.1 gm 14V2 mm above 0.6 mm 

The  Metal  Composition  of  the Tokens 
Fig. 1 shows the general pattern of  token composition as a function  of  time over the period considered 

in this paper. Contemporaneous groups have been consolidated into the same time-frame,  but also an 
effort  to show the extent of  diversity has been made by separating out the few  tokens significantly  different 
from  the average for  the period. Specifically,  throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth  centuries, a few 
tokens are always found  of  a composition approximately 1:1 tin:lead. During the earlier periods, there are 
a few  tokens with more tin than average; and later there are a few  with less.' 

The metallurgical evolution shown by this figure  can be correlated with social and economic changes. 
During the decades around 1200, the period when these tokens were introduced, tin was still an uncommon 
metal, whose use was virtually restricted in England to ecclesiastical circles. A further  century was to 
elapse before  the first  recorded mention of  English secular pewter. Thirteenth-century English pilgrimage 
ampullae, in which holy water was collected, were made of  almost pure tin. These ampullae analysed in a 
simultaneous study (to be published) relate to the shrines of  Canterbury, Westminster and Walsingham. 
One class of  the present tokens (Prototype circular A) is likewise made of  almost pure tin. Pilgrim badges 

7 5 Tin mining was severely curtailed and the price of tin 
quadrupled; factors that may have confirmed the use of 
lead, rather than tin, as the metal for tokens. See An 
historical  geography  of  England  before  AD 1800: fourteen 
studies,  edited by H. C. Darby (Cambridge, 1969), especially 
pp. 228 and 259; also Hatcher and Barker. Edward Ill's 
Statute of Labourers (1351) was a response to substantial 

demands for increased wages, consequent upon the labour 
shortage. Actual figures for wages and wheat (staple com-
modity) prices reached their maxima during the 1360s. 
See Hatcher, Plague,  population and  the English  economy, 
also B. W. Tuchman, A distant  mirror:  the calamitous 14th 
century (1978). 
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Fig. 1 Compositions of  the tokens as a function  of  time 

were either sewn or pinned onto the hat or garment. Those of  thirteenth-century date and also most 
fourteenth-century  badges analysed by us (Canterbury, Westminster, Walsingham and other Shrines) were 
not made of  tin, but of  pewter. Both the badges and the tokens were made of  a uniform  quality pewter 
containing close to sixty-two per cent tin and the balance lead. 

There is nothing mystical about these proportions of  tin to lead; only a fundamental  practical advantage. 
These percentages represent the eutectic mixture for  a tin-lead alloy; the composition possessing the lowest 
melting point and the sharpest transition from  liquid to solid, both important features  in the casting process. 
Above and below this percentage of  tin, an intermediate 'pasty' stage is introduced into the cooling process, 
in which lumps of  solid metal crystallize from  solution. Clearly this can lead to major casting faults.  The 
pasty stage is very lengthy for  alloys containing only a small amount of  tin. The question remains as to how 
medieval metalworkers achieved the degree of  quality control needed to keep their compositions fairly 
close to the eutectic value. Early recipes, such as those of  the Romans, give ratios by weight of  raw materials 
(e.g., two parts tin to one of  lead). For the eutectic, one would need three parts tin to two of  lead; not a 
difficult  weighing exercise if  it were known. Alternatively, the metalworkers may have simply observed 
the behavior of  their melt, and removed the lumps of  solid metal until the remaining liquid cooled virtually 
immediately to solid. To the best of  our knowledge, there is no direct evidence of  this sort of  technique 
being used. It is, however, clear that the use of  eutectic pewter was well-known. 

Pewter tokens were made, probably under ecclesiastical authority, throughout the thirteenth century 
almost exclusively of  eutectic composition. In the early fourteenth  century, the metal composition changed 
from  sixty-two per cent tin to pure lead, essentially in a single step, though it is also apparent that for  some 
time (Late pictorial tokens) tokens of  the traditional pewter alloy circulated alongside the new leaden 
tokens. From the economic standpoint the stepwise change is logical, since there would have been no real 
advantage in using metal of  intermediate tin content. The cost saved by using less tin would have been 
offset  by the greater difficulty  of  handling a low-tin alloy. 

There are two possible causes for  such a changeover. One would be a shortage of  tin. However, as noted 
above, pilgrim badges produced for  ecclesiastical usage continued to be made of  pewter, and while tin 
production slumped in this period, it was never zero. A more likely cause is the rise of  a new source of 
manufacture. 

It is suggested that the new and cheaper lead tokens were a secular product, undercutting the ecclesiastical 
pewter tokens and destroying the virtual ecclesiastical monopoly at the beginning of  the fourteenth  century. 
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THE METAL COMPOSITION OF TOKENS 

A Pewter 
Sewn tokens 
Prototype circular tokens 

Beaded border pictorial tokens 
Main pictorial tokens 
Subsidiary pictorial tokens 
Late pictorial tokens 

B Lead 
Late pictorial tokens 

Mid 14th century transitional 
tokens 

Geometric tokens 

Contemporary geometric tokens 

Number3 Tin (%) n b 

14 55.8 (SD 7.4)c 7 
A 3 99+ 3 
B 3 62.4 (SD 1.7) 3 
C 1 60.8 1 

28 61.9 (SD 4.2) 23 
130 61.1 (SD 3.3) 59 

2 63.4 (SD 2.3) 2 
A.l 12 62.1 (SD 3.5) 11 
A.2 12 a. (eutectic) 63.5 (SD 3.9) 8 

b. (tin 1/2) 49.0 (SD 3.1) 2 
c. (tin 1/3) 33.9 1 
d. (tin 1/4) 24.8 1 

B.l 53 o . 27 
B.2 47 0 21 
A 7 e 

var. 
7 

Bf 5 60.1 (SD 4.9) 5 
C 12 0 6 
D 12 0 g 7 
A 2 0 1 
B 138 0 39 
A 2 — 0 
B 4 — 0 

a. The total number of tokens whose diameters and weights are recorded in the catalogue (infra):  487. 
b. Number of tokens whose metal composition was analysed by X-ray fluorescence: 234 specimens. 
c. Standard deviation (n -1). 
d. A tin content of about 10% in two tokens probably represents re-cycled scrap metal. 
e. Variable amounts of tin are often present, probably representing re-cycled scrap metal. 
f. A transient revival of pewter. 
g. A tin content of 7% in one token, probably representing re-cycled scrap metal - as in other instances where a low tin 

content has been observed. 

The transition may not have been quite so simple, but it is probably true to conceive that thirteenth-
century tokens were essentially ecclesiastical products, whereas leaden tokens from  the fourteenth  century 
onwards were essentially secular products. 

General Stratigraphy,  Abbreviations and  Analytical  Details 
Much of  the chronological framework  within which these tokens are dated is derived from  stratigraphic 

observations. Nearly all the tokens published here have been recovered by use of  metal detectors in a large 
number of  separate digging operations at sites along the Thames foreshore  in the City of  London and, to a 
lesser extent, on the Southwark bank. When a hole is dug it is often  possible to draw chronological relation-
ships between closely associated artefacts.  The large body of  experience that has now accumulated presents 
a clear and reproducible general picture. So far  as the tokens are concerned the stratigraphic evidence from 
the Thames foreshore  takes two main forms  — certain kinds of  token are consistently associated with 
certain classes of  regal coin, and certain kinds of  token are consistently encountered in either older or 
newer strata than other classes of  token (or coin). One has both a relative chronology based on stratigraphic 
relationships between different  series of  token and also a more absolute chronology derived from  relation-
ships between tokens and coins. 

In this latter connection it is necessary to emphasise that dating depends on some knowledge of  the 
period during which a particular form  of  coin remained in general circulation. Relating to the material 
presented here it should be mentioned that Edward I, having reformed  the coinage in 1279, formally 
de-monetised shortcross and longcross pennies in 1280. Shortcross and longcross pennies only tend to 
be found  in earlier Thames-side strata than the reformed  pennies of  Edward I; so it is logical to date this 
dividing line at around 1280. Edward Ill's currency devaluations of  1344, 1346 and 1353, which saw 
the statutory weight of  the silver penny fall  from  22 grains to 18 grains, provide another marker. The 
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older coins were effectively  removed from  circulation by these devaluations, with the result that coins 
made before  Edward III introduced the groat in 1351 are very rarely found  in the Thames alongside coins 
made after  the introduction of  the groat. These comments apply specifically  to the archaeological material 
under consideration, a context in which individual current coins were casually lost. The same comments 
are not necessarily applicable to coin hoards that represent accumulated wealth. 

Much of  the Thames foreshore  chronology presented in this paper was originally elucidated by Mr Nigel 
Mills while working on the Bull Wharf  site during the late 1970s. His conclusions have been confirmed  and 
amplified  by a number of  other workers, and at various further  sites. Excavations undertaken by the 
Museum of  London at Trig Lane, Billingsgate and Swan Lane have produced a comparable chronological 
picture. The Museum findings  have been made available by Mr John Clark and the results of  the Trig Lane 
excavations have recently been published. Stratigraphic results from  these various excavations have been 
additionally monitored by dendrochronological analyses of  structural timbers in revettments and by studies 
on the forms  of  pottery recovered. 

Abbreviations and  Analytical  Details 
CA 
CY 
F 

LW 

M 

MOL 
N 
RS 

TR 

WTS 

C. R. Smith, Collectanea  Antiqua, I (London, 1848), pi. XXI, no. xi 
J. B. Caldecott and G. C. Yates, 'Leaden Tokens', BNJ  4 (1908), 1-10 
A. Forgeais, 'Collection de plombs histories trouves dans la Seine', 5° Numismatique 
populaire  (Paris, 1866) 
J. Y. Akerman, 'Leaden tokens found  in London', NC  (1845-46), 116-117. The plate 
opposite p. 116 shows 'all the remarkable varieties' in this hoard of  several hundred 
pictorial tokens found  at London Wall (Aldersgate Street). All issues in the LW plate 
are represented among recent finds  along the Thames foreshore,  though LW3 is very 
worn and LW9a from  a different  mould. 
Dr M. B. Mitchiner: tokens were recovered from  the Thames foreshore  in London 
unless stated otherwise. 
Museum of  London; courtesy of  Mr John Clark 
Mr Nigel Mills; pictorial tokens, also from  the Thames foreshore 
Charles Roach Smith, Catalogue  of  the Museum  of  London  Antiquities  (London, 
1854), pp. 156-7 and pi. XVI. Pictorial tokens found  in London (sites not specified; 
though some were from  the London Wall hoard) 
S. E. Rigold, 'Jettons and tokens', in G. and C. Milne, Medieval  waterfront  develop-
ment at Trig  Lane, London:  an account of  the excavations at Trig  Lane, Special paper 
no. 5, London and Middlesex Archeological Society (1982), pp. 97-105. A pictorial 
token (TR61 = WTS 12) and a number of  later issues; most types, or closely related 
variants, also being known from  Thames foreshore  finds. 
M. Dolley and W. A. Seaby, 'A find  of  thirteenth-century pewter tokens from  the 
National Museum excavations at Winetavern Street, Dublin', NCirc  (1971), 446-48. 
A clump of  rouleaux found  in a level of  cesspit filling  dated to the third quarter of  the 
thirteenth-century: 2,061 tokens from  18 mould-pairs (probably 3 x 6-piece moulds). 
All of  the WTS issues are also known from  Thames foreshore  finds,  as follows:-
WTS 2 
WTS 3 
WTS 4 
WTS 5 
WTS 6 
WTS 7 
WTS 11 
WTS 12 
WTS 17 

W 

Expanding cross: 

Shields: 

(135 pieces) 
(123 pieces) 
(1 22 pieces) 
(126 pieces) 
(95 pieces) 
(91 pieces) 
(117 pieces) 
(114 pieces) 
(100 pieces) 

M x 1 
M x 1 
M x 1 
M x 1, Nx 1 
M x 1 
M x 2 
M x 1 
M x 1 
M x 1 

WTS 22 
WTS 23 
WTS 25 
WTS 26 
WTS 28 
WTS 31 
WTS 32 
WTS 33 
WTS 34 

(123 pieces) 
(124 pieces) 
(120 pieces) 
(132 pieces) 
(116 pieces) 
(120 pieces) 
(104 pieces) 
(109 pieces) 
(90 pieces) 

M x 2 
M x 4 
M x 3 
M x 4 
M x 2 
M x 2 
M x 1 
M x 1 
M x 2 

Tokens listed by Dolley and Seaby (1971), but not actually represented in the Dublin 
Hoard. 
This common design is sub-divided for  descriptive purposes into three forms  according 
to the shape of  the arms whose sides are either 'Straight' (i.e. wedge-shaped), 'Convex' 
(i.e. shield-shaped) or 'Concave'. 
When divisions are numbered (e.g. Shield bendy 5.4) the first  number refers  to cross-
hatched divisions and the second number of  the void divisions. The use of  heraldic 
terminology follows  generally Brooke-Little76 and Fox-Davies.77 A pictorial token 
of  the main series depicting 'bear wearing cap' (cf.  no. 36 and WTS 4) and 'six-foil 

76 Boutell's  heraldry,  revised by J. P. Brooke-Little 
(London, 1978). 

7 7 A. C. Fox-Davies, 
(London, 1969). 

A complete guide  to heraldry 
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void (field  chequy)' was recovered in excavation at the Dominican Friary in Boston, 
Lincolnshire.78 

Type number: In each class token types are numbered from  '1' and the class itself  is given a reference 
letter. Thus 'A2' is a sewn token of  type 2, 'D2' is a main pictorial token of  type 2. 
Apart from  a few  exceptions, the analyses were performed  on tokens belonging to 
M (Dr M. B. Mitchiner). The exceptions are early tokens belonging to N (Mr Nigel Mills) 
who originally recovered a substantial portion of  all these tokens, plus selected specimens 
from  the Museum of  London collection (courtesy of  Mr John Clark). 
Expressed in grammes 
Expressed in millimeters. In the case of  sewn tokens the maximum height to the top of 
the attachment loop is also cited. 
Expressed in millimeters. This is the thickness of  one spot on the token. In most cases 
it is the thickest portion, not the average thickness of  the token. The micrometer was 
not closed tightly on to the token, so there is an inherent margin for  error. The original 
purpose of  these measurements was to tell whether the token was promising for  XRF 
examination, or if  the counting efficiency  was likely to be low. Pewter tokens were used 
for  the calibration of  thickness-versus-counting statistics: so these have been examined 
more comprehensively than the (generally thicker) lead tokens. 
G (good); D (damaged, but otherwise little worn); H (hole, either a nail piercing or a 
significant  casting flaw);  W (worn). Statistical analyses of  token weights and diameters 
have been restricted to specimens cited as being in Good (G) condition. Although quite 
a number of  tokens are imperfect  (D, H), only a fairly  small minority of  the pewter 
specimens show evidence of  extensive circulation (W). 
The angle of  the reverse design axis, numbered by the clock-face,  is cited in relation to 
the obverse design axis aligned at 12 o'clock. Since these tokens were cast in multi-
specimen moulds with precise alignment required, it follows  that mould-duplicate 
tokens will have the same design axes. 
Nearly all tokens included in the analysis were retrieved with the help of  metal detectors 
at diggings along the foreshore  of  the river Thames in London. The site is specified  for 
each token when known. It does not appear that any particular type of  token is localised 
to a particular stretch of  the river bank situated within the confines  of  medieval London 
for  any other reason than the availability of  stratified  muds deposited at the relevant 
period. Tokens cited as SE England were found  in the late nineteenth century and have 
no individual provenance. 

X-ray fluorescence  These have been performed  at -the Research Laboratory for  Archaeology, Oxford 
analyses: University (Dr A. Skinner). Tokens have normally been examined on the edge, though 

some of  the uniface  sewn tokens were additionally examined on the back. When a 
sample of  pewter (or other metal) is irradiated with X-rays, the various atoms are 
excited and then emit X-rays of  lower energies that are characteristic of  the elements 
present. The emitted X-rays are detected and counted, and the resulting data compared 
with the emission intensities from  standard samples of  known composition. Chemical 
analyses reported here were obtained by use of  a Si (Li) solid-state detector and a 50 kV 
transmission target X-ray tube (Molybdenum target). The tube was operated at 40 kV 
and 0.9 mA for  a counting time of  300 seconds. A brass beam collimator was used to 
give an elliptical primary beam of  approximate dimensions 2 x 1 mm at the sample 
position, which was indicated by a rigid retractable pointer. The whole token was placed 
in the analysis position after  first  removing surface  corrosion by means of  a sharp 
scalpel from  a 1 mm width of  the edge to be analysed. Cleaning and analysis were 
performed  at least twice on the same spot, and repeated if  necessary until satisfactory 
agreement was obtained. Further technical details have been discussed elsewhere, 
as has the potential problem posed by surface  enrichment in a particular metal, either 
intentional or by corrosion.80 

Analysis: 

Weights: 
Diameters: 

Thickness: 

Condition: 

Design Axes: 

Provenance: 

7 8 S. Moorhouse, 'Finds from excavations in the refectory 
at the Dominican Friary, Boston, Lincolnshire', History 
and  Archeology  7 (1972), 44. 

7 9 M. Robinson and A. M. Pollard, 'Analysis of Burmese 
coins by X-ray fluorescence', NCirc  (1983), 263-6, 293-6; 
M. B. Mitchiner and A. M. Pollard, Early  South  East Asian 
currency systems, Royal Numismatic Society special 
publication (submitted 1983). 

8 0 Both papers just cited; also J. Condamin and M. 

Picon, 'Changes suffered in the course of time and the 
influence of these on the results of different methods of 
analysis', in Methods  of  chemical and  metallurgical  investi-
gation of  ancient coinage, edited by E. T. Hall and D. M. 
Metcalf, RNS Special Publication no. 8 (1972), pp. 49-66; 
E. R. Duncan Elias and Z. A. Stos-Gale, 'Classification of 
some silver coins of Aquitaine on the basis of the results of 
semiquantitative XRF analysis',NCirc  (1981), 356-7. 
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In the context of  the present analyses it should be noted that XRF examines only 
the top 50 microns (0.05 mm) of  metal, whereas diffusion  can carry corrosion products 
further  into the body of  a metal object then superficial  cleaning will necessarily remove. 
This caution should be applied to the detection of  copper and iron in the tokens analysed 
here. In cases where the amount of  copper correlates with the amount of  iron one has 
a good indication that chalcopyrite (an iron-copper suphide) has been deposited on the 
token during burial and diffused  into the body of  the metal, at least as far  as the depth 
of  cleaning. Several samples in which this was suspected were tested for  sulphide ion, 
using lead acetate. All tests were clearly positive. In other instances tokens show a few 
per cent concentration of  copper in the absence of  iron. 

Tin and lead, with minimum detectable levels (MDL) of  0.27 per cent for  tin in a 
lead matrix and 0.1 per cent for  lead in a tin matrix, were the major elements in these 
tokens. The tokens were also examined for  traces of  other elements, including bismuth,81 

antimony, iron, copper, zinc, mercury,82 and silver. Only iron (MDL 0.05 per cent) and 
copper (MDL 0.07 per cent) were detected: as already noted. The MDLs for  antimony, 
zinc and silver all lie below 0.5 per cent; but in the present context detection of  bismuth 
is less sensitive. This is because lead and bismuth emit X-rays of  nearly the same energy. 
So, increasing concentrations of  lead in a token correspondingly reduce the sensitivity 
for  detecting the presence of  bismuth. Having analysed some medieval pilgrim souvenirs 
made of  tin plus added bismuth we have found  no evidence that bismuth is present 
in any tokens. In the case of  a pewter token containing around one third lead the MDL 
for  bismuth should be assessed at about one or two per cent (higher for  an almost pure 
lead token). The 'K' line was used as the basis for  calculation. 

Illustrations: Photographs of  the tokens illustrated on the plates are all enlarged twice. Approximately 
one third of  the issues are illustrated and they are indicated in the catalogue by an 
asterisk after  the number. 

Acknowledge- We are grateful  to Dr A. M. Pollard and to Messrs. N. Mills and J. Clark whose contri-
ments: butions are cited in the text; also to Messrs. A. Allen, B. Curtis, A. Edwards, G. Grant, 

A. Pilsen and A. Stewart without whose help much of  the evidence discussed in this 
paper would not have been available. 

A) SEWN TOKENS (Ampulliform  tokens; Jangles; Alms-purse tokens [aumonVeres]) 
(Plate 1) 

Provenance: London and Paris — with about equal frequencies. 
Chronology: Early thirteenth century 

1. found  with short cross pence (incl. class 7: c.1223-42) at several Thames sites 
2. found  in deeper strata than short cross pence at Bull Wharf  (Thames, city bank) 
3. found  with a prototype pictorial token 
4. found  with other pictorial tokens (early types) at several Thames sites 
5. found  with a cut half-penny  of  Stephen (contemporaneity not necessarily precise) 
6. found  in an early thirteenth-century stratum at the Swan Lane excavation (MOL) 
7. the most likely candidates for  the French description of  1167 (vide  discussion) 

Metal: Pewter (with around 55 per cent tin, slightly lower than most pewter tokens) 
Shape: Circular flan  (diams. cited below) with a double loop at the top for  attachment 
Size: Variable — from  17x14 down to 9 x 7 mm; 0.6 down to 0.1 gm 

81 Dolley and Seaby's ('Winetavern Street') preliminary 
publication of the Dublin tokens contained the comment 
that bismuth was present, but no further details have been 
forthcoming. Otherwise, apart from the exception provided 
by some medieval !Canterbury bell' pilgrim souvenirs 
analysed by us, the earliest report of bismuth being used 
for hardening pewter dates from the sixteenth century. See 
R. F. Tylecote, A history of  metallurgy  (London, 1976), 
p. 78. In our own analyses of contemporary English coin 
forgeries bismuth was first used as a hardener for tin in a 
group of Elizabethan forgeries bearing dates from 1561 
onwards; see M. B. Mitchiner and A. Skinner, 'Contem-
porary forgeries of English silver coins and their chemical 
compositions: Henry III to William III', NC  (in the press 

for 1985). 
82 In the twelfth century Theophilus recommended that 

the composition of pewter should be 'tin hardened by a 
small amount of mercury' (one part mercury in 960 parts 
tin according to one interpretation); see Hatcher and 
Barker, pp. 211-13; also Tylecote. A concentration of 
1:960 parts mercury in tin is slightly below the MDL 
using the XRF technique. The presence of any more 
mercury than this trace amount has been excluded from 
the tokens analysed here. A false English groat analysed 
by us contains between one and five per cent mercury in 
tin - approximately the four per cent alternative inter-
pretation of the recipe cited by Theophiliis. 
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Types: (a pictorial design enclosed by a beaded  border:  the reverse is blank) 
1. Quadruped left,  head reverted (? Pascal lamb) London M 
2.* similar London M 

Paris F(p. 217,4: 219) 
3* Quadruped right, head reverted (? Pascal lamb) London M 
4. Lion right London M 
5* similar London M 
6. similar Paris F (p. 217, 3: 219) 
7. similar London M 
8.* Bird left  (Raven) London M 
9. Bird right (Raven): head reverted London N 

10.* Eagle displayed London M 
Paris F (p. 216-7: x8) 

11. Double headed eagle displayed Paris F(p. 217, 2) 
12* Two birds with a plant between London M 
13. Ship (?) Paris F (p. 217, 5; 218) 
14.* Voided star (4 points) London M 
15.* Field quartered: segments chequy London M 
16. uncertain design London M 
Many forms  of  pictorial image on these tokens also appear on English circular thirteenth-century tokens; 
but the designs on circular tokens tend to be more realistically engraved. The beaded border around the 
design is common to these tokens and to the earliest English circular tokens; both have also been found 
together. No mould duplicates have been observed in this series (a marked contrast with the circular pictorial 
tokens), but the style of  engraving is consistent. 
Subsidiary  bi-face  type 
17. uncertain design Straight cross, partly void London MOL(35C)5) 

(field  chequy) 
The attachment loop is missing and the designs are not enclosed by a beaded border. The token is also 
thicker than other sewn tokens. 
Analysis of  sewn tokens: 
Type Weight Diameter Thickness Condition Design 

Axes 
Tin (%) Lead (%) Provenance 

1 0.40 16 X 12* - W - Billingsgate 
2 0.16 12x9 — D - (edge) 65.5 34.5 Bull Wharf 
3 0.44 15 X 12 - G - Billingsgate 
4 0.20 12** - D - Bull Wharf 
5 0.25 12 X 10 - G Bull Wharf 
7 0.24 10 X 7 0.65 H - (back) 

(edge) 
55.0 
60.9 

45.0 
39.1 

Bull Wharf 

8 0.34 12** - D - Bull Wharf 
9 0.41 16 X 12 — G - (back) 52.4 47.6 Bull Wharf 

10 0.09 9 X 7 — G — Bull Wharf 
12 0.28 14 X 12 - D - City Bank 
14 0.57 17 X 14 - G - Billingsgate 
15 0.50 - D - Swan Pier 
16 0.28 

Subsidiary 

13 X 9 W - (back) 
(edge) 

46.2 
48.2 

53.8 
51.8 

Bull Wharf 

17 0.34 10** 0.70 D - (edge) 62.7 37.6 Swan Lane 

*The larger number indicates the height to the top of the attachment loop: the smaller is the diameter 
**Indicates that the double loop attachment at the top is broken 

Only a small number of sewn tokens were analysed, because many are too thin to obtain accurate results. Some analyses, 
were performed on the edge, others on the back, of the tokens. 

Tin % Mean 55.8% (SD7.41:n = 7) 

B) PROTOTYPE TOKENS 

(Plate 1) 

Provenance: London (no related issues of  other provenance recorded) 
Chronology: Early thirteenth century 

1. found  with short cross pence (B) 
2. one found  with a sewn token and a pictorial token (C) 
3. one found  with pictorial tokens (A.l: MBM) 
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4. one found  with a thirteenth-century Canterbury ampulla and pictorial tokens (A.2) 
5. one found  with long cross pence (A.l: MOL) 

Metal: Tin (A), or Pewter (B, C: eutectic mixture) 
Form and size: Circular pieces with pictorial designs on obverse and reverse; consistently broader and 

thicker than subsequent pictorial tokens. The pewter specimens of  group B have a 
beaded border around the obverse design 

Types: 
A) Tin  pictorial  issues 
1.* Eagle displayed: no border Lozengy field  London M, MOL (2143) 
2.* Chequered field  Lozengy field  London M 

These are made of  the same metal as contemporary pilgrimage ampullae (results to be published). 
No subsequent tokens have been recorded in pure tin until the late fifteenth  century. 

B) Pewter pictorial  issues 
3.* Stag right: tree behind: beaded border Shepherd right with crook London M 

and horn 
4. similar (diff.  mould) Archer right, drawing bow London N 
5. Armoured knight w. rectangular helmet, Man drinking from  cup London N 

on horseback right: beaded border 
This group of  tokens was continued as the major series of  English pictorial tokens — the 'Beaded 
Border' pictorial issues of  the next period. 

C) Pewter inscribed  issues 
6* Crowned bust, marginal pseudo-legend Expanding cross in circle London M 

The subsidiary series represented by this issue was continued by a group of  late thirteenth-century 
inscribed tokens ('Amor vincit omnia' around crowned bust: vide  infra). 

Analysis of  prototype circular tokens: 
Type Weight Diameter Thickness Condition Design Tin (%) Lead (%) Other Provenance Type 

gm mm Axes 
1 2.00 21 - D - 99+ tr Billingsgate 

2.23 21 1.00 H - 99+ tr • Swan Lane 
2 1.45 18 1.00 G - 95+ tr Cu c.5% Billingsgate 
3 1.86 19 0.88 G 6 64.3 35.7 . Bull Wharf 
4 1.82 19 _ G 7 62.0 38.0 Bull Wharf 
5 2.02 19 - G 12 61.0 39.0 Swan Pier 
6 1.50 17 1.00 G 11 60.8 37.2 Cu c.5% City Bank 

The presence of  a significant  amount of  copper is sometimes observed. It is probably original — for  instance, 
if  the tin had been obtained from  scrap bronze — except in cases where equal amounts of  copper and iron 
are observed; the copper-iron complex being considered due to absorption of  corrosion complex into the 
body of  the pewter. The presence of  copper (alone) in tokens is not restricted to findspots  along any 
particular stretch of  the river bank. 

C) BEADED BORDER PICTORIAL TOKENS 

(Plates 1-2) 
Provenance: 
Chronology: 

Metal: 
Shape and size: 
Types: 

London (mainly); Paris (2 tokens); ?Scotland (mould: cf.  WTS, p. 448) 
c. 1200-50 
1. found  with short cross pennies at several sites along the Thames foreshore 
2. found  in earlier strata than short cross pennies at some Thames sites 
3. found  in early thirteenth-century strata at Swan Lane and Billingsgate excavations 
4. found  with main series pictorial tokens (late thirteenth century) at several sites 

along the Thames foreshore,  including Bull Wharf  and Billingsgate 
5. recovered with short cross pence in the Billingsgate excavations (MOL) 
6. recovered with long cross pence in the Swan Lane excavations (MOL) 
Pewter (eutectic mixture) 
circular disc tokens, thicker and broader than tokens of  the main pictorial series 
(pictorial design enclosed by a beaded  border  on the obverse and a more standardised 
reverse design without beaded border. Later tokens are smaller and have a linear circle 
around the obverse design) 

M 
M 

RS (xvi, 1 = W29) 
M 
M 
M 

1. Bishop type T Shield chequy London 
2* similar A Letter 'A' plus small cross London 
3. similar A plus cross Expanding cross London 
4. similar H. . . Plain London 
5.* similar no legend Shield (field  chequy) London 
6. similar Rose (6 petals) London 
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7. similar (crozier inverted) Expanding cross (concave) London M 
8. similar (crozier everted) Expanding cross (concave) London M 

(on beaded border tokens the Bishop [T — Thomas a Becket]is shown half-length  and his mitre is 
bifid:  cf.  later tokens of  the main pictorial series) 

9 * Winged Angel half  length facing Lis (field  chequy) London M 
10. Angel stg. facing,  with trees on right Pilgrim right (half  length) London M 
11 * King's bust facing:  sceptre each side Pilgrim left  (half  length) London M 
12. similar Quartered square London RS (xvi, 2 = W16) 
13. King's bust facing Lis (field  chequy) Paris F(p. 115) 
14* Two pilgrims right (1 large, 1 small) Rose cross (8 petals) London M 
15. Pilgrim right Star (6 points) London M 
16.* Pilgrim's head right (field  chequy) Field chequy London M 
17* Stag right Flower (6 foil) London M 
18* Lion right Shield barry (6.6) London M 
19.* Pelican right; head reverted 4 crescents forming  a cross London M 
20. similar Expanding cross (concave) London M 
21* Pelican left;  head reverted Letter 'R' plus small cross London M 
22. similar Shield chevronny (3.4) London M 
23. similar Lis (field  chequy) London M 
24.* Double headed eagle displayed Letter 'A' London M 
25. similar Straight cross: ray border London M 
26. similar Shield chevronny (3.4) London M 
27. similar Norman style building Paris F (p. 68) 
28 * Pair of  fighting  cocks Lis (field  chequy) London M 
29. Fox right; bird above and below Letter 'A' plus small 'e' London RS (xvi, 11 =W15) 
30. Lis (field  chequy) Expanding cross (straight): London M 

ray border 
31. Lis (field  chequy) Norman style building London M 
32. Open cross, everted ends (linear border) Norman style building London MOL (374) 
33. Lozengy field Plain London M 
NB. Scotland: 6-token mould from  Dundrennan Abbey, Kirkudbrightshire (cf.  WTS p. 448) Lis — 

King's head — Pilgrim's heads — Pelican — 2 stg. figures  — x (provisionally considered 
contemporary with the beaded border tokens) 

Analysis of  beaded border tokens: 
Type Weight Diameter Thickness Condition Design Tin (%) Lead (%) Provenance 

gm mm mm Axes 
1 0.83 18 0.62 H 12 Bull Wharf 
2 1.10 19 0.58 G 3 62.8 37.2 Billingsgate 
4 0.20 — 0.62 1/4 (cut) - Bull Wharf 
5 1.40 18 0.70 G 12 57.4 42.6 Bull Wharf 
6 1.10 18 0.62 G - 63.0 37.0 Bull Wharf 
7 1.64 18 1.1 W 11 52.6 47.4 Swan Stairs 
8 0.52 17+ 0.75 1/2 (cut) 11 51.1 48.9 City Bank 
9 1.05 18 0.70 D 12 61.2 38.8 Bull Wharf 

10 1.64 18% 0.88 W 12 60.3 39.7 Bull Wharf 
11 1.15 18 0.62 G 12 65.9 34.1 Bull Wharf 
14 0.81 19 0.80 D _ 70.1 29.9 Bull Wharf 
15 0.45 17+ 0.58 1/2 (cut) — 60.8 39.2 Bull Wharf 
16 0.85 18 - D _ 60.0 40.0 City Bank 
17 0.82 17% 0.48 G _ 65.0* 31.0 Bull Wharf 
18 0.96 18 0.55 G 6 61.2 38.8 Billingsgate 
19 0.83 18 - G 11 Bull Wharf 
20 0.85 17 0.65 G 12 62.8 37.2 Bull Wharf 
21 1.06 18 0.62 G 2 Bull Wharf 
22 0.80 18 0.50 D 12 60.9 39.1 Swan Stairs 
23 0.78 17 0.88 H 2 66.9 33.1 Bull Wharf 
24 1.08 18 0.82 G 7 66.3 33.7 Bull Wharf 
25 1.05 18 0.62 G 12 Bull Wharf 
26 1.20 18 0.62 W 6 62.5 37.5 City Bank 
28 0.86 18 0.62 H 12 65.8 34.2 Bull Wharf 
30 1.71 20 - G _ 60.0 40.0 London 
31 0.95 18 0.65 W _ 64.0 36.0 City Bank 
32 1.40 20 0.65 w — 59.5 40.5 Swan Lane 
33 0.56 12 0.92 w - 64.5 35.5 Bull Wharf 

*The token of type 17 also contains Cu c.4%. 
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Weight: (in good condition) 
Diameter: 
Thickness: 
Tin (%): 

1.04 gm (SD 0.17: n = 11) 
17.95 mm (SD 0.47: n = 11) 
0.69 mm (SD 0.15: n = 24) 

62.15% (SD 4.46: n = 22) 

NB. Two cut-half tokens and one cut-quarter token: cf. making cut-halfpenny and farthings from silver pennies. 
Some worn tokens are thicker and heavier (1.64, 1.64, 1.20 gm) than normal: see discussion following analysis of 
Main Series pictorial tokens. 

D) PICTORIAL TOKENS: THE MAIN SERIES (Winetavern tokens; London Wall tokens 
the two main published hoards: 1971, 1845) 
(Plates 2-5) 

Provenance: 

named after 

London (most); Dublin (WTS); Boston (Lines.: cf.  TR p. 100); Paris (F). All of  the 
Dublin types are known from  mould replicates found  in London and the same applies 
to one of  the two Paris types. 

Chronology: Henry III to Edward I (c.l 250-1307) 
1. found  mainly with short cross and long cross pennies (both demonetised 1280), and 

also with pennies of  Edward I; but not with later coins. These comments apply to 
many sites along the Thames foreshore  and also to the MOL excavations at Swan 
Lane 

2. dated to the third quarter of  the thirteenth century; Winetavern Street (Dublin) 
hoard 

3. recovered from  a stratum of  c.l250-75 at Trig Lane (TR61 = WTS12) excavations 
4. not uncommonly found  with beaded border pictorial tokens; but very rarely found 

alongside any of  the Late pictorial tokens (infra).  These comments also apply to 
several Thames foreshore  sites, including Bull Wharf. 
Circulation of  these tokens during the second half  of  the thirteenth century is clearly 

attested by extant evidence, just as is circulation of  their 'beaded border' predecessors 
during the second quarter of  the same century, and circulation of  their smaller pewter 
and'lead derivatives (Late pictorial) during the first  half  of  the fourteenth  century. 
The best chronological assessment on the basis of  present evidence is from  the mid-
thirteenth century until the end of  Edward I's reign: c.1250-1307. Edward I died in 
1307 and the year 1307 also marks the first  recorded citations of  English secular 
pewterers in London. The rapid development of  the London secular pewter industry 
at this period was significant.  The date 1307 is not a precise index, but it is used as a 
marker highlighting a significant  period of  rapid change. When pictorial tokens of  the 
main series came into use there was significant  usage of  the older beaded border issues 
alongside them, but at the other end of  the time scale there was negligible use of  these 
main series pictorial tokens alongside their poorer quality derivatives. 

Metal: Pewter (eutectic mixture) 
Shape and size: Circular disc tokens. Along with some sewn tokens (supra)  these are the thinnest of  all 

English tokens, and they are also about the most finely  executed specimens. 
Designs: The designs used on pictorial tokens are more decorative than informative.  Such designs 

as the bishop and the pilgrim evoke thoughts of  the Canterbury pilgrimage to St Thomas 
and, as discussed above, many of  these tokens were probably made under ecclesiastical 
authority for  the use of  pilgrims. Many other designs are common heraldic emblems 
that should probably not be given any specific  interpretations. Although one can 
identify  shields that enjoyed specific  meanings in other contexts (e.g. St George: Fitz-
walter of  London), it should be remembered that heraldic shield forms  were often 
combined as purely decorative designs; for  instance, six different  forms  of  heraldic 
shield combined on the side leaf  of  a small pewter triptych (MBM), or a like number in 
the arcading around a small pilgrim's ampulla (MBM). It is probably true to say that 
personal shields (like merchants marks and personal emblems) only began to make their 
appearance on English tokens in the fifteenth  century. The pictures on the early tokens 
appear to be more in the nature of  stock designs used for  their decorative, educational 
and inspirational effect. 

Types: (pictorial design enclosed by a linear border  on the obverse; a more standard design on 
the reverse) 

A)Large size (21  mm; 3'A gm) 
1.* Lis (field  chequy) Shield bendy (4.4) London M 

B) Normal  size (15'A-16  mm; % gm) 
2. Bishop seated (crozier right) Straight cross (field  chequy) London M 
3. similar Straight cross in border London LW9a;RS3;W8 
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4.* similar Expanding cross (concave) London M 

Dublin WTS6 ('celtic') 
5. similar Rose cross (8 petals) London Mx2 

Dublin WTS7 
6. similar Whorl (11 arms). London RS4; W9; N 
7. similar Field chequy London M 
8.* Bishop seated (crozier left) Expanding cross (concave) London M 

(the Bishop is now shown seated and with a single-peaked mitre: cf.  beaded border tokens) 
9. King's bust facing:  superimposed 'H' Whorl (12 arms) London N 

(cf.  earlier 'king's bust and 2 sceptres design' — beaded border issue — upon which this is based) 
10.* Pilgrim right (no cup) Shield quarterly London M 
11. Pilgrim right (with cup) Shield party per chevron London Mx2; N 
12* similar Letter 'A' London Mx4 

Dublin WTS26 
13. similar Straight cross (voided) London M 
14* similar Expanding cross (convex) London M 
15. similar Tree (?) London M 
16* Pilgrim left  (purse at side) Shield bendy (5.4) London LW5b; Mx3 

Dublin WTS25 
17* similar Corded cross London LW5a; RS6; W24; 

CY37; M; N 
Paris F (p. 135) 

18* Pilgrim left  (no purse) Rose cross (8 petals) London M 
19. Head of  pilgrim + small head Cross fleury London LW3; M 
20.* Bust of  Monk left Star (5 points) London M 
21. similar Shield barry (4.3) London M 
22* Stag right (plant below) Shield barry (4.3) London Mx5 
23 .* Stag right (arrow above) Expanding cross (straight) London RSI2; Mx2 

Dublin WTS28 
24. similar Field barry London M 
25 .* Stag left  (arrow above) Shield chevronny (4.3) London LW1; CY38; 

W27; M 
26. similar Shield barry (4.3) London M 
27. similar Celtic cross London N 
28* Paschal lamb left  (standard with cross) Shield chevronny (4.3) London Mx2 
29. similar Expanding cross (straight) London CAxi; Mx2 
30. similar Field chequy London RS5; W1 
31* Pascal lamb right (standard with cross) Expanding cross (concave) London M 
32. similar Expanding cross (straight) London M 

Dublin WTS2 
33. similar Straight cross (field  chequy) London M 

Dublin WTS3 
34.* Bear seated right, eating apple (bare head) Straight cross and annulets London M; N 

Dublin WTS5 ('ape') 
35.* similar; but wearing cap Straight cross and dots London M 
36* Bear standing left,  eating apple Shield chevronny (4.4) London M 

(wearing cap) Dublin WTS4 ('ape') 
37.* Lion walking left  (field  chequy) Shield chequy London LW2; W18; Mx5 
38.* Lion walking left  (field  void) Field chequy London M 
39* Lion walking right (field  chequy) Straight cross (field  lozengy) London M 
40.* Pair of  lions rampant Shield party per bar: chevron London Mx2 

above and below 
41* Pelican right; long reverted neck Shield chevronny (3.3) London Mx4 

Dublin WTS23 
42 .* similar Field chequy London Mx2 

Dublin WTS22 
43* Pelican left;  long reverted neck Shield chevronny (4.3) London LW7a; RS8; 

W21; Mx2 
44. Pelican right; short reverted neck Letter 'A' London M 
45.* Pelican left;  short reverted neck Straight cross (field  chequy) London Mx4 
46* Double headed eagle displayed Shield barry (4.3) London LW4a; RS7; 

(no legs) W13; Mx4 
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47* Double headed eagle displayed Field chequy London Mx3 
(with legs) 

48. similar Field lozengy London LW4b;M 
Dublin WTS11 

49. similar Straight cross (field  lozengy) London Mx2 
50. similar (legs and long neck both barry) Shield quarterly London M 
51. similar Shield barry (4.4) London TR61; M 

Dublin WTS12 
52- similar Star in cresent London Mx3 varieties 
Ĵ r. 

55* Cock walking left Letter 'A' London Mx2 
56. Pair of  fighting  cocks (bare heads) Lis (field  chequy) London M 
57.* similar Rose cross (8 petals) London LW8; RS9; 

W30; Mx5 
58. similar Celtic cross London Mx2 
59. similar Cross and dots London M 
60. similar (feathered  heads) Straight cross (field  chequy) London Mx2 

Dublin WTS31 
61.* similar Straight cross (field  void) London M 
62. similar Expanding cross (convex) London M 
63. similar Seven-foil  (field  chequy) London M 
64. similar Six-foil:  marginal decoration London M 
65. similar Shield quarterly London M 

Dublin WTS32 
66.* Lis (field  void) Whorl (9 arms) London M 
67. Lis (field  chequy) Rose cross (8 petals) London LW6; W14; Mx2 
68. similar Straight cross London Mx2 
69. Shield quarterly ('+') Plain London Mx2 

Dublin WTS34 
70. Shield quarterly ('x') Celtic cross London M 
71. Shield bendy (3.3) Letter 'A' London Mx3 
72. Shield bendy (3.4) Six-foil  (field  chequy) Paris F (p. 34) 
73. Shield quartered by voided cross Straight cross London M 
74. Sheild barry (3.4) Field chequy London Mx2 
75. similar Field blank London M 

Dublin WTS33 
76. Shield chevronny (3.3) Field lozengy London M 
77. Straight cross (field  void) Straight cross London M 
78. Straight cross (field  chequy) Field chequy London M 
79. Expanding cross (concave) Field barry (4.3) London M 
80. similar Field chequy London M 
81. similar Field lozengy London M 
82. similar Field blank London M 
83. Field chequy Field fine  chequy London M 
84. Field voided: marginal rim, central dot As obverse SE England M 
NB. Pilgrim left/Corded  cross; the following  are mould replicates: 

London: LW5a; M (Swan Pier foreshore);  N (Bull Wharf) 
Paris: F (p. 135: Pont de l'Archeveche 1860) 

Pilgrim left/shield  bendy; the following  are mould replicates: 
London: LW5b; M (Swan Pier foreshore;  Bull Wharf) 
Dublin: WTS(25) 

The great majority of  tokens in this series that are listed here as belonging to the same type are 
also mould replicates. 

Analysis of  pictorial tokens in the main series: 
Type Weight Diameter Thickness Condition Design Tin (%) Lead (%) Provenance 

gm mm mm Axes 

A) Large size 
1 3.45 21 1.05 G 12 59.7 40.3 Queenhithe 

B) Normal  size 
2 0.75 16 0.88 D 1 61.5 38.5 Bull Wharf 
4 0.78 15 _ G 1 Bull Wharf 

5 0.80 16 G _ Bull Wharf 

0.84 16 0.58 G - 60.0 40.0 City Bank 
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6 0.60 16 - G 

7 0.62 15 - G 

8 0.79 15 - G 

9 0.61 16% — G 

10 0.65 16V4 0.45 G 

11 0.80 16 - W 

0.75 17 - W 

0.67 16 — G 

12 0.60 16 0.45 G 

0.55 16 0.60 D 

0.59 15% 0.42 G 

0.46 14 0.78 W 

13 0.62 16 - G 

14 0.62 16 0.55 G 

15 0.34 15 - D 

16 0.80 16 0.42 G 
0.62 16 0.42 G 

0.66 15% - D 

17 0.63 15 0.62 G 

0.71 16 - G 

18 0.74 16 - G 

19 1.02 16 - W 

20 0.87 16 - G 

21 0.58 16 0.42 W 

22 0.75 16 - G 
0.70 16 - G 
0.73 16 - G 

0.70 15% 0.62 G 

23 0.56 15% - G 
0.55 15% - G 

24 0.34 16 - D 

25 0.70 16 0.62 G 

26 0.47 15 - G 

27 0.71 15 - G 

28 0.80 16 0.58 G 
0.79 16 0.52 G 

29 0.72 16 0.68 D 

0.95 15 0.88 W 

31 0.71 16 - G 

32 0.70 16 — G 

33 0.90 16 0.72 G 

34 0.68 16 0.60 G 
0.64 16 - G 

35 0.77 16 0.55 G 

36 0.72 16 0.38 G 

37 0.65 16 - G 
0.64 16 0.68 G 
0.74 16 - G 
0.66 16 - W 
0.68 16 — W 

38 0.70 16 0.50 G 
39 0.64 15 0.48 H 
40 0.65 16 - G 

0.69 15% 0.58 G 
41 0.70 16 - G 

0.69 16 0.38 G 
0.55 16 — W 
0.35 16 — 1/2 

42 0.62 15 0.60 G 
0.65 15% — G 

43 0.75 16 0.62 G 

0.75 16 0.45 G 
44 0.76 16 0.50 G 
45 0.80 16 0.62 G 

0.73 16 0.68 G 
0.83 16 — W 
0.77 15% - W 

Bull Wharf 

_ Bull Wharf 

2 Billingsgate 

_ Bull Wharf 

12 60.3 39.7 Bull Wharf 

12 City Bank 

12 City Bank 

12 Bull Wharf 

1 63.8 36.2 Swan Stairs 

1 61.8 38.2 Swan Stairs 

1 59.3 40.7 Bull Wharf 

1 64.0 36.0 Billingsgate 

12 Bull Wharf 

12 60.3 39.7 Billingsgate 

3 47.6 52.4 City Bank 

1 58.0 42.0 Billingsgate 

1 62.7 37.3 Bull Wharf 

1 City Bank 

11 62.0 38.0 Billingsgate 

11 Bull Wharf 
City Bank 

12 City Bank 

1 Bull Wharf 

12 62.0 38.0 Bull Wharf 

11 Billingsgate 

11 Bull Wharf 

11 Swan Stairs 

11 62.5 37.5 Billingsgate 

1 Bull Wharf 

1 City Bank 

10 Billingsgate 
8 60.8 39.2 City Bank 
2 Bull Wharf 

2 Bull Wharf 

2 61.5 38.5 Billingsgate 

2 60.8 38.2 Bull Wharf 

1 62.7 37.3 City Bank 

1 65.6 34.4 Bankside 

12 Billingsgate 
— City Bank 

12 56.9 43.1 Billingsgate 
12 56.5 43.5 Swan Stairs 

12 Bull Wharf 

1 Billingsgate 

2 63.5 36.5 Bull Wharf 
10 Billingsgate 

10 62.0 38.0 Billingsgate 

10 Billingsgate 

10 Bull Wharf 

10 City Bank 

_ 68.2 31.8 Bull Wharf 

12 64.5 35.5 Bull Wharf 

12 Billingsgate 

12 61.8 38.2 Billingsgate 

9 City Bank 
9 59.2 40.8 Swan Stairs 

9 City Bank 

9 Billingsgate 

8 

63.4 36.6 Bull Wharf 
Swan Stairs 
Aldersgate 
1845 

8 63.1 36.9 Swan Stairs 

8 53.4 46.6 Swan Stairs 

2 61.8 38.2 Billingsgate 

2 60.5 39.5 Swan Stairs 
2 City Bank 
2 City Bank 
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46 0.78 16 0.75 G 
0.77 16 - G 
0.77 16 - G 
0.78 16 0.60 G 

47 0.84 15% - G 
0.85 15% - G 
0.79 15% - G 

48 0.63 16 - G 
49 0.80 16 0.68 G 

0.80 16 - G 
50 0.75 15% 0.78 G 
51 0.60 15% — W 
52 0.65 15% - G 
53 0.67 15 - G 
54 0.70 15 0.62 G 
55 0.77 15% 0.48 G 

0.77 16 - G 
56 0.68 16 - H 
57 0.85 16 0.80 G 

0.90 16 - G 
0.83 16 — G 
0.84 16 0.80 G 

0.85 16 _ G 
58 0.80 15% — G 

0.78 15% - G 
59 0.93 16% - G 
60 0.62 15% — G 

0.57 16 - D 
61 0.49 15% - G 
62 0.60 16 - G 
63 0.63 16 - G 
64 0.60 15% 0.52 D 
65 0.55 15 — W 
66 0.56 15 0.45 G 
67 0.73 16 0.88 G 

0.75 16 - G 
68 0.97 15 - G 

0.70 15 - G 
69 0.75 16 - G 

0.71 16 — G 
70 0.55 15 - W 
71 0.64 15 - G 

0.64 14% - W 
1.05 15 - W 

73 0.70 14% - G 
74 0.76 15 - G 

0.71 15 — G 
75 0.57 14 - W 
76 0.70 15 - W 
77 0.79 16 - G 
78 0.53 14% - H 
79 0.72 15 - G 
80 0.69 15 - G 
81 0.69 15 0.62 G 
82 0.72 14 0.90 W 
83 0.64 15 0.60 G 
84 0.99 17% - G 

Weight: (in good condition) 0.72 gm (SD 0 
Diameter: (15%-16 mm) 15.73 mm (SD 0 
Thickness: 0.60 mm (SD 0. 
Tin (%): 61.12% (SD 3. 

NB. Some worn tokens are thicker and heavier than the 

6 60.0 40.0 Billingsgate 
6 Billingsgate 
6 Billingsgate 
6 Billingsgate 
- Billingsgate 
- Billingsgate 
- City Bank 
— Bull Wharf 
1 60.0 40.0 Bull Wharf 
1 City Bank 
11 62.4 34.6 Bull Wharf 
12 Bull Wharf 
5 Bull Wharf 
6 Queenhithe 
7 58.5 41.5 Bull Wharf 
2 60.2 39.8 Billingsgate 
2 Billingsgate 
12 Bull Wharf 
12 60.6 39.4 Billingsgate 
12 Bull Wharf 
12 Billingsgate 
12 59.2 40.8 Aldersgate 

1845 
12 Queenhithe 
1 63.0 37.0 Bull Wharf 
1 Billingsgate 
12 Bull Wharf 
1 Swan Stairs 
1 Bull Wharf 
12 Billingsgate 
2 Bull Wharf 
- Billingsgate 
12 62.7 37.3 Bull Wharf 
12 62.5 37.3 City Bank 

_ 62.8 34.2 Bull Wharf 
— 63.0 37.0 Billingsgate 
- Billingsgate 
12 Bull Wharf 
12 62.4 37.6 City Bank 

_ 62.3 37.7 Bull Wharf 
- City Bank 
12 59.8 40.2 Bull Wharf 
12 58.7 41.3 Bull Wharf 
12 69.9 30.1 Bankside 
12 Putney 
11 59.3 40.7 City Bank 

Bull Wharf 
Queenhithe 

- 65.5 34.5 Bull Wharf 
- 61.1 38.9 Bull Wharf 
12 56.9 43.1 Billingsgate 
- 58.2 41.8 Bull Wharf 
12 62.3 37.7 Southwark 
— City Bank 

City Bank 
- 66.4 33.6 City Bank 
- 59.7 40.3 City Bank 
— 56.9 43.1 uncertain 

.10: n = 98) 

.47: n = 98) 

.14: n = 47) 

.33: n = 59) 

mal range (cf. beaded border tokens). 

It is noticeable that the diameter of  the tokens is much more consistent than their weight and thickness. 
This is particularly true when one looks at mould replicate tokens. Having been cast in the same mould 
the replicates have the same diameter (unless either damaged, or possessing casting sprues) but the weight 
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and thickness may each vary quite widely; for  instance, the thickness range for  type 12, or the weight range 
for  type 71 in which a worn token is substantially heavier than a well preserved specimens. The simple 
explanation seems to be that when the moulds were tightly clamped during casting a light-weight thin 
token resulted, but when more loosely clamped the resulting token was thicker and heavier. Over and above 
such variations due to casting technique, perusal of  the figures  shows that some varieties of  token are 
consistently thinner and lighter, while other varieties are consistently thicker and heavier; so it also appears 
valid to conclude that the designs of  some stone moulds were engraved to a greater depth than the more 
superficial  engraving of  other moulds. Once these variations within the series have been considered one can 
look to the broader picture and see that the size of  these Main Series pictorial tokens occupies an inter-
mediate position in all parameters (diameter, weight, thickness) between the earlier Beaded Border pictorial 
tokens and subsequent Late Pictorial pewter (groups A.1-2) tokens. The evolutionary progression is clear, 
though individual figures  show some overlap. 

E) PICTORIAL TOKENS: SUBSIDIARY SERIES OF THE MAIN PERIOD 

(Plate 5) 
Provenance: London 
Chronology: Henry III to Edward I (c. 1250-1307) — contemporary with the Main Series 

1. found  in a late-thirteenth-century stratum at Billingsgate excavations (MOL: group A) 
2. found  with a long cross penny (MOL: group A) 
3. found  with pictorial tokens of  the Main Series (group B) 
Pewter (eutectic mixture) 
as tokens of  the Main Series 

Metal: 
Shape and size: 
Types: 
A. Inscribed  series 

1. Facing crowned bust, marginal legend: 
AMOR VINCIT OMNIA 
similar 2* 

Expanding void cross: London RS(774);MOL 
ray border 
Straight cross moline: London MOL (x3V2) 
oblique ray border 

This group of  tokens appears to be successor to the inscribed sub-group of  Prototype tokens. 
B. Brothel  token 

3.* Cowled bust right Male organs London M 
This is the only early pewter brothel token. Later medieval brothel tokens, particularly of  the fifteenth 
century 'cross and pellets' series have more commonly been found  in Paris (F. pp. 260-270) than in 
London (M x 1). Medieval regulation of  the Southwark 'stewes' was discussed by Stow (1603: 1971 
edn., vol. 2, pp. 54-55). 

Analysis of  subsidiary pictorial tokens: 
Type Weight Diameter Thickness 

gm mm mm 
2 0.90 18 

0.55 15 0.38 

Condition 

D 

G 7 

Design 
Axes 

Tin (%) Lead (%) 

65.0 35.0 

61.7 

Provenance 

Billingsgate 
(2298) 

38.3 Bull Wharf 

F) PICTORIAL TOKENS: THE LATE SERIES 
(Plates 5-8) 

Provenance: London (most); Putney (2); Essex (1); Norfolk  (1); Paris (3) 
Chronology: Edward II to early Edward III (c.1307-50) 

1. The principal stratigraphic association of  these tokens is with the pre-groat pennies of 
Edward III. This applies to several Thames foreshore  sites, including Bull Wharf  and 
Queenhithe. 

2. These tokens are occasionally associated with groats of  Edward III (Bull Wharf). 
3. The latest issues are occasionally found  in later-fourteenth-century  strata, as at Trig 

Lane excavations (TR 65, 69, 73, 78: c.1380). 
4. These tokens are nearly always found  in later contexts than pictorial tokens of 

the Main Series at Thames foreshore  sites. There is a sharp stratigraphic cut-off 
between these two classes of  tokens. 

5. They are usually found  in earlier contexts than Geometric tokens at Thames fore-
shore sites, though there is some overlap. 

The date when the Main ('Winetavern') Series of  pictorial tokens deteriorated into this 
Late Series has been assessed as the 'end of  Edward I's reign/emergence of  a secular 
pewter industry', c.1307. The dearth of  Edward II's coins found  alongside pictorial 
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tokens at Thames foreshore  sites precludes more accurate dating. The introduction 
of  the groat by Edward III in 1351 is a reasonably well defined  marker for  the end of 
pictorial tokens; though a small number of  the later issues were to persist in use during 
ensuing decades. 

Metal: A) Pewter (eutectic mixture) 
B) Lead (virtually pure) 
Nearly all tokens are made either in the eutectic mixture, which approximates to the 
quality of  pewter defined  for  'round-ware' in the 1348 ordinances, or of  pure lead. 

Shape and size: Circular disc tokens of  which the earlier issues in both pewter and lead tend to be as 
thin as preceding tokens (Main Series); but they have reduced diameters and weights. 
The later tokens bear generally cruder designs and are more dumpy: that is to say, 
their thickness is increased and their diameter is variable. 

Types: Designs were mainly derived from  those of  the previous period and initially remained 
well executed. The traditional designs often  received some slight modification,  for 
instance: the Pascal Lamb is now associated with a flag,  where before  there was a cross. 
The same change also occurred to the pelican design. Some new pictorial designs were 
introduced at this time. The 'Humpty Dumpty' style of  head first  appeared during this 
period and it continued to feature  during the ensuing Geometric phase as a characteristic 
fourteenth-century  design. 

A. 1. Pewter issues of  better  style (Edward  II) 
1. Mitred bishop seated with crozier Expanding cross (straight) London M 
2.* Seated bishop type (formalised)  Blank London M 
3.* Pilgrim design left:  good style Shield chevronny (3.2) London Mx2 
4. Pilgrim design right: good style Expanding cross (concave) London M 
5. similar Expanding cross (convex) London M 
6. similar Blank London M 
7.* Deer left,  arrow above (no antlers) Shield chequy London M 
8.* Pascal lamb right (with flag)  8-armed cross London M 
9.* Pelican right, neck reverted (with cross) Straight cross (field  chequy) London M 

10. Double headed eagle displayed (no legs) Six-foil  (field  chequy) London M 
11. Shield chequy Short straight cross London M 

(field  chequy) 
A.2. Pewter issues in poor style (early  Edward  III) 
12.* Rude pilgrim design right Field quarterly London M 
13. Deer right on hind legs, browsing tree 3 fishes,  head to tail London M 

(as triangle) 
14. Pascal lamb left  (with flag)  Six-foil  London M 
15. Pascal lamb right (with flag)  Square (chequy) within London M 

border 
16. similar (no flag)  Field barry London M 
17. Lion right (field  chequy) Expanding cross (convex); London M 

ray border 
18. Double headed eagle displayed Line border, central dot: London M 

no design 
19.* similar (caricature) Shield quartered by void London M 

cross 
20. Letter'A' Shield (details uncertain) London M 
21. Expanding cross (convex) Voided pentagon London M 
22. Expanding cross (concave) Star (6 points) London M 
23. Triangular shield (field  chequy) Straight cross, angles London M 

segmented 
B.l. Lead  issues in good  style (Edward  II) 
24.* Bishop seated (with cross) Expanding cross (convex) London M 
25.* Mitred (1 peak) bishop's bust facing;  Expanding cross (convex) SE England M 

(field  chequy) 
26. similar: plus crozier (field  void) Church building (ray border) London M 
27.* Pilgrim's bust right: bird on head Quatrefoil  on straight cross London M 
28.* King's crowned bust facing:  'H' Shield barry (3.3) London Mx2 

superimposed 
29. similar Shield quarterly London M 
30. similar Bird displayed London M 

(derived from  'king's bust with two sceptres' design: vide  beaded border, then main pictorial series) 
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F) PICTORIAL TOKENS: LATE SERIES (Cont.) 
31.* 'Humpty Dumpty' king's head facing Shield quartered by void London M 

32.* Mitred bishop's bust left  (2 peaks) cross 
Crowned king's bust left 

London M 
33* similar Eagle displayed London Mx3 
34. Crowned king's bust left Ornate void cross London Mx3 

(field  chequy) 
35. similar Shield (details uncertain) London M 
36.* Secular bust left  with cap Shield chevronny (3.4) London M 
37. Pilgrim right (traditional form) Shield chevronny (2.2) London M 
38.* similar Straight cross (field  chequy) London M 
39. similar Field chequy London M 
40. similar Eagle displayed London M 
41. similar (rude) Straight cross and crescents London M 
42* Pascal lamb left  (with flag) Expanding cross (concave) London Mx4 
43.* similar Shield bendy (3.2) London M 
44. Pelican right, neck reverted Animal type (?) London M 

(no cross/flag) 
45.* Pelican left,  neck reverted (with flag) Whorl (8 rays) London Mx3 
46.* similar Straight cross London Mx3 

(feathered  arms) 
47. similar Straight cross London Mx6 

(chequered arms) 
48. similar Eagle displayed London M 
49.* Bird left  (? pigeon), head reverted Composite lion (right) — London Mx2 

pelican (left) 
50. Bird left Whorl (many rays) Paris F (p. 161) 
51. similar Expanding cross (concave) Paris F (p. 164) 
52.* Double headed eagle displayed (no legs) Shield quarterly London Mx2 
53. similar Shield party per diamond Essex M 
54. similar Shield (bar; chevron above London M 

and below) 
55. Shield chequy Short straight cross London M 

(field  chequy) 
56. Shield lozengy Field lozengy London M 
57. Shield party per chevron Pelican design (?) London M 
58. Shield party per inverted chevron Composite lion (right) — London M 

pelican (left) 
59. Shield bearing a star on crescent uncertain SE England M 
B.2. Lead  issues in formalised  style (early  Edward  III:  continued  use late Edward  III) 
(average 15 mm diameter) 
60.* Crowned king's bust facing  (rude) Expanding cross (convex) London M 
61. similar Bird left  (?) London M 
62. similar 'V' shaped shield; letters London M 

around 
63. similar 'Tree on elaborate ground' London M 
64. similar Facing uncrowned bust London M 
65.* Grinning 'Humpty Dumpty' face Quadruped right London TR78; M 

in whorl 
66. similar 'Tree on elaborate ground' London Mx4 
67. similar uncertain, but different London M 
68.* similar Lion right London M 
69. similar Three Hons, one above London M 

another 
70. Formal profile  head (left;  with cap) Lozenge ornament London M 
71. similar (right; and bare) Shield chequy London M 
72. similar (right; with cap) Expanding cross (convex) London M 
73.* Seated bishop type (formalised) Expanding cross (straight) London M 
74. Pilgrim type (right; formalised) Linear design Putney M 
75. similar (left;  formalised) Leaf  design London M 
76. similar (right; degenerate) Whorl (many armed) London M 
77. Quadruped left  (rude) Linear crossed cross London M 
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78. Pelican left,  neck reverted (formalised) Expanding cross (straight) London 
79. similar Chequer (rude) London 
80. Bird left  in tree (formalised) Expanding cross (convex) London 
81.* Bird left Quatrefoil London 
82.* Bird displayed Expanding trefoil  (straight) London 
83. Double headed eagle displayed Shield party per chevron London 
84. Bird (?) Field quarterly London 
85. Leaf  design Rude triskeles London 
86. Shield quarterly uncertain London 
87. Shield with bar Lines London 
88. Crowned star Linear design London 
89. Pentagon (field  chequy) uncertain London 
90. Chequered square uncertain London 
(13 to 15 mm diameter) 
91. Mitred bishop's head (formalised) 

92.* Lion right (field  chequy) 
93.* Pascal lamb right with flag  (formalised) 
94. Bird left 
95.* Eagle displayed (field  chequy) 
96. Shield bendy (3.4) 
(A small coherent sub-series of  tokens) 
(12 to 14 mm diameter) 
97- Eagle displayed: ray border 
99. 
100.*Bird right: ray border 
101.* Bird left:  ray border 
102. Star on crescent: ray border 
103. Rectangle design: ray border 
104. Expanding cross (straight): ray border 
105. Circle on 6-arm cross: ray border 
106. Cross and pellets: ray border 
(Another small coherent sub-series of  tokens) 
Analysis of  pictorial tokens of  the Late Series: 

Expanding cross (convex): London 
ray border 
similar London 
similar London 
similar London 
similar London 
similar Paris 

Quatrefoil:  ray border London 

similar London 
similar Norfolk 
Trefoil:  ray border London 
Linear design: ray border London 
Whorl (3 arms): no border London 
Cross design: no border London 
Linear design: ray border London 

M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 

TR65 
M 
M 
M 
M 

TR63 
TR64 

M 

M 
TR69, 73; Mx2 

M 
M 

F (p. 36) 

Mx3 var. 

M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 

Type Weight Diameter Thickness Condition Design Tin (%) Lead(%) Provenance 

gm mm mm Axis 
A.l. Pewter issues: better • style 
1 0.75 15 0.68 G 11 60.0* 35.0 Bull Wharf 
2 0.65 15 G 60.0 40.0 City Bank 
3 0.52 14 0.40 G 1 63.0 37.0 City Bank 

0.46 15 _ D 1 57.6 42.4 City Bank 
4 0.57 15 0.55 G 12 62 5 32.5 Bull Wharf 

5 0.54 15 - G 1 68.3 31.7 Bull Wharf 

6 0.53 15 0.38 G _ 58.7 41.3 City Bank 

7 0.60 14V2 0.50 G 7 62.8 37.2 Bull Wharf 

8 0.65 14 _ G 12 66.9 33.1 Queenhithe 

9 0.45 14 - G 10 64.3 35.7 Bull Wharf 
10 0.62 16 — G 12 Queenhithe 
11 0.62 15 - G 1 58.6 41.4 City Bank 

Weight: (in good condition) 0.59 gm (SD 0.09: n = 11) 
Diameter 14.77 mm (SD 0.61: n = 11) 
Thickness: 0.50 mm (SD 0.12: n = 5) 
Tin (%) 62.06% (SD 3.47: n = 11) 
* Contains Cu c. 5% 

A.2. Pewter issues: poor style 
12 0.67 15 _ G 11 61.6 38.4 Bull Wharf 
13 0.90 16 0.72 W _ 33.9* 65.1 City Bank 
14 0.65 16 0.40 W 12 63.4 36.6 Bull Wharf 

15 0.55 15 _ G _ 59.7 40.3 Bull Wharf 

16 0.47 17 0.35 W 12 66.6 33.4 Bull Wharf 

17 0.85 15 0.58 G 2 24.8 75.2 Bull Wharf 

18 0.93 15 _ W _ 46.8 53.2 City Bank 

19 1.47 17 - H 12 69.7 30.3 Billingsgate 
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20 0.75 15% 0.50 H - 61.7 38.3 Bull Wharf 
21 0.90 15 0.62 G - 58.2 41.8 City Bank 
22 0.88 14 0.94 G 12 66.7 33.3 Bull Wharf 
23 1.08 15 - W - 51.2 48.8 Queenhithe 

Weight: (in good condition) 0.77 gm (SD 0.15: n = 5) 
Diameter 14.80 mm (SD 0.45: n = 5) 
Thickness: 0.58 mm (SD 0.19: n = 7) 
Tin (%): eutectic tokens: 63.45% (SD 3.92: n= 8) 

'1/2 tin' 49.0% (SD 3.11: n = 2) 
'1/3 tin* 33.9% (n = 1) 
'1/4 tin' 24.8% (n = 1) 

•Contains Cu 1% 

B.l. Lead  issues: good  style 
24 0.78 14 - G 1 0 100 City Bank 
25 1.25 161 0.58 G 1 0 100 uncertain 
26 1.05 15% 0.68 G 6 0 100 City Bank 
27 1.00 15 0.45 G 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 
28 0.80 15 — G 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 

0.73 14% — D 12 City Bank 
29 0.92 14% — G 12 City Bank 
30 0.90 14 - W 6 City Bank 
31 0.69 15 _ G 6 Bull Wharf 
32 1.03 15% - G 12 0 100 City Bank 
33 1.35 15 — G 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 

1.20 15 - G 12 City Bank 
1.00 15 — W 12 City Bank 

34 1.12 15% — G 12 City Bank 
1.28 15% - G 12 0 100 City Bank 
0.80 15 - W 12 City Bank 

35 0.85 14 — W - City Bank 
36 1.00 15 0.68 G 12 0 100 Swan Stairs 
37 0.95 16 — W 12 0 100 City Bank 
38 0.82 15 — G 2 0 100 Bull Wharf 
39 1.10 15 0.88 W - 0 100 City Bank 
40 0.83 14 — w 10 Bull Wharf 
41 1.47 16 _ H 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 
42 1.05 14 — G 11 0 100 Bull Wharf 

0.62 15 - G 11 Queenhithe 
0.68 14% - H 11 0 100 Queenhithe 
0.68 15 — W 11 Queenhithe 

43 0.83 15 — G 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 
44 0.85 15 — W — 0 100 Bull Wharf 
45 0.94 15 - G — 0 100 Bull Wharf 

0.70 15 — G — Bankside 
0.72 15 - G - City Bank 

46 0.90 15 - G 1 Bull Wharf 
0.82 15 - G 1 0 100 Queenhithe 
0.78 14 - W 1 City Bank 

47 0.70 14 - G 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 
0.65 14% - D 12 ' Queenhithe 
0.75 15 - G 12 City Bank 
0.73 15 - D 12 Queenhithe 
0.80 15 - W 12 City Bank 
0.46 15 - 1/2 12 uncertain 

48 0.70 15 - D 6 0 100 City Bank 
49 1.11 15 0.68 G 10 0 100 Bull Wharf 

0.87 15 - W 10 Bull Wharf 
52 0.95 14% 0.55 G 11 0 100 Bull Wharf 

0.55 15 - D 11 Winchester 
Wharf 

53 0.80 15 - W 11 Essex 
54 0.92 14 0.60 H 12 0 100 City Bank 
55 0.85 15 - G 2 0 100 Bull Wharf 
56 0.71 14% 0.65 W - 0 100 City Bank 
57 0.55 14 - D 7 0 100 Queenhithe 
58 0.96 15 - W 12 City Bank 
59 0.55 14% - w - uncertain 
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Weight; (in good condition) 0.93 gm 
Diameter: 14.96 mm 
Thickness: 0.64 mm 
Tin(%): effectively zero 0% 
(see note on tin following B.2 tokens of this period) 

B.2. Lead  issues: formalised  style 
(average 15 mm diameter) 

(SD 0,20: n - 27) 
(SD 0.46: n • 27) 
(SD 0.12: n = 9) 
to = 27) 

60 1.38 15 _ G 12 0 100 City Bank 
61 1.06 15 _ W _ City Bank 
62 1.36 16 0.82 G 12 0 100 Queenlitthe 
63 1.18 16 — W 4 City iflflk 
64 1.47 16 — G 8 Tht i i Cranes 

Whirf 
65 1.10 15% _ G 9 0 100 l u f l w t o f 
66 1.12 

1.04 
15 
15 

0.72 W 
W 

8 
8 

0 
11,5 

100 
88,1 

iiu!l Wharf 
City l a n k 

1.03 16 - W 8 City Sauk 
1.10 16 _ H 8 Ctty l ank 

67 1.10 16 - w - Billifigspte 
68 1.12 15 — G 12 0 X00 gull Wharf 

69 1.59 15 _ W _ Quegflhith® 
70 1.15 14 _ G - RwliWterf 
71 0.85 14 — W 12 ilfiflgspie 
72 1.39 13% _ w 1 0 100 City i«ik 

73 1.50 14 0.92 G 12 0 100 IMJWterf 
74 1.25 16 1.00 W — 0 100 IHifrm/ 
75 1.15 14 — W - iiuti Wharf 

76 1.15 13 — G - MUWfmtf 
77 1.38 15 — W — City Sfflk 
78 0.95 14% _ G 12 f i l l  WfMtf 
79 0.91 16 — W — 

80 1.69 15% — G 1 feflWifflf 
81 1.26 14 _ G 11 0 10® WJWtof f 
82 1.41 14% G - 0 100 MiWtatf 

83 0.95 15 0.68 W 12 0 100 QfflsesJaiHi!® 
85 1.07 15 — G — 0 100 City 
86 1.00 15% _ W City 8#»k 
87 1.00 15 0.92 D — 0 100 City 
88 0.95 15 - H - City ftwfe 

(13 to 15 mm diameter) 
91 1.08 15 0.65 
92 0.99 15 
93 1.02 14 

1.05 15 0,75 
94 1.03 13'/i 
95 0.92 14 

W 

Q Q 
H 

2 
2 
1 
1 
12 
10 

(12 to 14 mm diameter) 
97 0.88 13 - D 
98 0.64 13 - D 
99 1.33 14 — W 
100 0,59 !2'/i — 0 
101 1,06 14 — w 
102 1,10 11 = 0 
103 0,78 14 = w 
104 0,79 11 — G 
105 0,90 12 = w 
10g 0,14 13 = e 

Weights (in pod eendiiien) i,; 

12 

9 

M 

I P 

16© 

MM 

TMsfa 
Tin 

4) -
4) -
W)l -

» 
ffl 
ffl 
ffl 
#==#)! ^ 

'IS ffiW" 
"IS-JSraw" 
'IS-Miam" 
"fl̂ lHWH" 

City Jtefe 

ftsffl Wharf 
ftiSBWferf 

fifty Jtask 
<£%• ftwsfc 
CSSy litaife 
fWWiterf 

Cfty Stall? 
MIlMttrf 
<£% fitt* 
Sfflifltowlls 
cary ® jwfc 

28 gm (SB 0,21 
i ,02 m m§M 
Q M  gm (§P  0M 

Btometm:- 14.-77 mm (SB>  &.M 
I4.JI mm (SB 
11,41 mm (SB IM 
0M  mm m§M 

tffmiv&yms  9% = 

T*e t&kem  §ivmim a small sffisHflt of tin mmm mms m-eydsS  smp 
smuts fm  (fa sftssMiftlyssd ani 8f§ §il#S ** 160 pm mat » sswfcsaf to fiw" awteftos rtettaw imti ̂ KUlte}) 
wiisMi d#m  stew « few eswrts fm  1 mi whrn m§im4 mi m 4m 99*- m <smt, HanH ms»-

'('test toil tettanu. sftw -mn> 
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G) THE MID-FOURTEENTH-CENTURY TRANSITIONAL TOKENS 

(Plates 8-9) 
The pictorial form  of  token (now made of  lead instead of  pewter) gave way to the geometric kind of  token 
in the middle of  the fourteenth  century. During the period of  this transition, the years around 1350, several 
ephemeral groups of  tokens were also in use. These transient issues range from  unusually high quality pewter 
tokens down to very crude tokens that were apparently cast from  recycled scrap metal. The impetus to 
change was probably exaggerated by the social and economic upheaval produced by the Black Death. 
Provenance: London (most); Paris (2) 
Chronology: Edward III (c. 1350s) 

1. Found alongside coins of  Edward III, but not those of  other kings. These tokens 
have been found  in association both with Edward Ill's pre-groat coins and with 
his groat series. These stratigraphic associations have been noted for  tokens of  all 
groups in this transitional series and at several Thames foreshore  sites, including 
Bull Wharf  and Queenhithe. Edward Ill's currency devaluations (1344-53) ensured 
that his early coins passed out of  circulation, so that they are not found  in the same 
Thames strata as his later coins (vide  supra). The present tokens span this divide 
which pivots around the introduction of  the groat in 135. 

2. Tokens from  Trig Lane excavations are stratified  to c.1380 (TR66) and to the 'late 
14th-mid 15th' century (TR67, 68); and a specimen from  the very crude series also 
to the 'late 14th-mid 15th' century (TR60). 

3. Preceeding pictorial tokens show sharp curtailment around 1350 and succeeding 
geometric tokens were well established by c.1360 (vide  infra).  The extent of  overlap 
among the various series has yet to be established. 

4. It is considered likely that most of  these transitional tokens were made during the 
1350s (and possibly 1360s), in the immediate aftermath  of  the Pestilence. See 
discussion. 

Metal: A. Variable (lead and tin-lead): very crude series 
B. Pewter (eutectic mixture): one superior series 
C, D. Lead (essentially pure): most tokens 

Shape and size: Each series tends to be composed of  tokens with a characteristic size, metal composition, 
range of  designs and finesse  of  execution particular to the individual series. 

Types: 
A. Rude  series 
Found alongside coins of  Edward III (M) and dated to the period 'late 14th-mid 15th century' in Trig Lane 
excavations (TR60). 
1-2.* Crude voided straight cross Linear ornamentation London Mx2 var. 
3-4. Cross in circle Circle superimposed on London Mx2 var. 

8-arm cross 
5. Crossed cross Crude chequer London M 
6.* Linear design Linear design London M 
7. Rude shield (?) Blank London M 
8. Cross in circle: ray border Linear design London TR60 

B. Large size pewter tokens 
Found alongside coins of  Edward III and also in deeper strata than geometric tokens: neat superiorly 
produced tokens of  good metal and larger than normal size. These tokens appear to represent a transient 
attempt at resurrecting pewter emissions; but issue was soon curtailed. 

9.* Shield bendy (4.4): ray border Field chequy London M 
10. Shield chevronny (3.3): ray border similar London M 
11.* Expanding cross (convex) similar London M 
12.* Ornate six-foil:  geometric border Straight cross: geometric London M 

border 
13. similar designs of  reduced size London M 
C. Lead  tokens  of  large  size 
A series of  larger than normal tokens made of  pure lead and found  with coins of  Edward III and with 
other mid-fourteenth-century  types of  token. The tokens frequently  bear a cross on one side and a formal-
ised design, often  quartered, on the reverse. 
14. Expanding cross (convex) Formalised design: ray London M 

border 
15.* Expanding cross (concave) the same formalised  design London Mx5 
16. similar Spear and helmet (field  London M 

chequy) 
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uncertain London 
Field quarterly London 
Rose (8 petals) London 
Field quarterly (half  chequy) London 
similar SE England 

17. similar 
18.* Windmill cross 
19. similar 
20. Straight cross (partly chequy) 
21. inscription: 

A /hCIA (first  A with bar on top, 
C reversed, second A with top bar to left  only) 

D. Lead  tokens  of  small  size 
A series of  small, neat compact tokens found  with coins of  Edward III and in excavated strata at Trig Lane 

M 
M 

M 
F (p. 119) 

TR68; M 

F (p. 118) 

M 

Mx2 

TR67; Mx2 

Mx2 
M 

TR66 

dated to c.1380 and to the 'late 14th-mid 15th century'. 
22.* Formalised facing  radiate head Lion right (outline design) London 
23. similar Shield with bend (field London 

chequy) 
24* similar Divided square (field  chequy) London 
25. similar Linear cross: ray border Paris 
26. Formalised facing  head Rhomboid with bend London 

(field  chequy) 
27. similar Expanding cross (convex: Paris 

outline) 
28.* Partly radiate facing  head Shield with bend (field London 

chequy) 
29.* Shield bearing 'A' (field  chequy) Shield with bend (field London 

chequy) 
30.* Shield bearing scroll (field  chequy) Shield with pale (field London 

chequy) 
31* Shield quarterly (field  chequy) Straight cross (field  void) London 
32. Indented rectangle with dots Rhomboid with bend London 

(field  chequy) (field  chequy) 
33. Branched design similar London 

Analysis of  Transitional tokens: 
Type Weight Diameter Thickness Condition Design Tin (%) Lead (%) Provenance 

gm mm mm Axes 
A. Rude  group 
1 1.01 14'/2 — G — 0 100 City Bank 
2 0.92 14V2 - H — 0 100 Bull Wharf 
3 0.95 15'/2 - W — 68.3 31.7 City Bank 
4 1.83 17 - H - 0 100, Queenhithe 
5 1.10 15 — H - 20 80 City Bank 
6 1.19 17 — H — 0 100 City Bank 
7 0.74 16 - H - 13.7 86.3 Bull Wharf 

Weight: (all tokens) 1.11 gm (SD 0.35: n = 7) 
Diameter: 15.6 mm (SD 1.07: n = 7) 
Tin (%): variable (n = 7) 

Some of these tokens were made from lead, the others apparently from re-cycled scrap metal with a variable tin content. 

B. Large size, neat pewter tokens 
9 2.65 23 1.12 G - 62.3 37.7 London 

Bridge 
10 1.75 20 + G - 51.9 48.1 Bull Wharf 
11 1.30 18 + G - 60.0 40.0 Bull Wharf 
12 1.86 24 - G - 65.0 35.0 City Bank 
13 1.18 20 - G - 61.4 38.6 City Bank 

Diameter: (in good condition) ranges from 18 to 24 mm (n = 5) 
Weight: ranges from 1.3 to 2.65 gm (n = 5) 
Tin (%): 60.12% (SD 4.94: n = 5) 

C. Large size lead  tokens 
14 1.83 18 + G - Bull Wharf 
15 1.81 17% + G — 0 100 Bull Wharf 

1.03 17 0.75 G _ City Bank 
1.54 17 _ G - City Bank 
1.45 17 - G — City Bank 

1.30 17 _ H _ City Bank 
16 1.50 16 + W - 0 100 Queenhithe 
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G) MID-FOURTEENTH-CENTURY TRANSITIONAL TOKENS (Cont.) 
17 1.25 15% - W - 0 100 Bull Wharf 
18 1.10 17 - G 12 - 0 100 Bull Wharf 
19 1 . 0 0 14 - W - City Bank 
20 1.12 1 SVi + G 6 0 100 City Bank 
21 1.38 15>/2 + G 7 0 100 uncertain 

Weight: (in good condition) 1.41 gm (SD 0.31 : n = 8) 
Diameter: 16.81 mm (SD 0.88 : n = 8) 
Tin (%): effectively zero Wo (n = 6) 

D. Small  size, neat lead  tokens 
22 1.25 13 + G 12 Bull Wharf 
23 1.05 12 + W 2 City Bank 
24 1.05 13 + D - 0 100 Bull Wharf 
26 1.36 13 - W - Bull Wharf 
28 1.19 13 + H 12 7 93 City Bank 
29 1.07 13 + G 12 0 100 City Bank 

1.30 13 + G 12 0 100 City Bank 
30 1.20 13 + G 12 0 100 City Bank 

0.85 14 + G 12 Queenhithe 
31 0.82 13 + G 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 

0.86 13 + W 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 
32 1.09 14 - D - City Bank 

Weight: (in good condition) 1.08 gm (SD 0.21: n = 6) 
Diameter: 13.17 mm (SD 0.41: n = 6) 
Tin (%): effectively zero 0% (n = 7) 

The low tin content of one token probably represents re-cycled scrap metal. 

Thickness: (all groups) some tokens have been individually measured 
those marked '+' were all checked with a micrometer and 
confirmed to be at least 0.62 mm thick. 

H) GEOMETRIC TOKENS 
(Plates 9-10) 

Provenance: London 
A number of  the six-foil  designs on London tokens also appear on specimens from  Paris 
(e.g. Forgeais, pp. 173-75) but the other face  of  the French tokens bears one of  several 
geometric cruciform  designs of  characteristically French type. The Rose (F, pp. 204-5) 
and Whorl (F, p. 206) also appear in combination with typical French forms  of  cruci-
form  design; as does the Expanding Cross (F, pp. 210-11). English and French tokens 
appear to have evolved in parallel at this period. 

Chronology: Edward III to Henry VI (c,1350s-1430s) 
1. found  with coins of  Edward III (post 1351 series) at Bull Wharf  and other Thames 

foreshore  sites 
2. found  with coins of  Henry VI at several Thames foreshore  sites, including Bankside 

and Queenhithe 
found  with pilgrim badges of  fifteenth-century  type at Queenhithe and Bankside 
buried in higher strata than Pictorial tokens (several Thames foreshore  sites including 
Bull Wharf  and Queenhithe; cf.  also the Trig Lane excavations) 
buried in lower strata than 'cross and pellets' tokens (fifteenth  century) at several 
Thames foreshore  sites, including Queenhithe, Bankside. The same stratigraphy 
also applies to the Trig Lane and Swan Lane excavations (MOL). 
excavated from  strata of  the late fourteenth  to early fifteenth  centuries at Trig Lane:-
c.1380 (TR70-72); c.1380 (TR76-77); c.1360 (TR79);late fourteenth-mid  fifteenth 
century (TR80-94); c.1440 (TR95-96). 

The geometric tokens succeeded the pictorial tokens as dominant series at about the 
time of  the socio-economic upheaval caused by the Black Death (the 1350s) and they 
were, themselves, replaced by tokens of  the 'cross and pellets' series (and other contem-
porary groups) during the reign of  Henry VI: the closest assessment being the 1430s. 

Metal: Lead only 
Shape and size: With very few  exceptions these tokens have a fairly  constant diameter and thickness; 

around 14 to 15 mm and around 1 to 1% gm. 

6. 
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Types: 
A. Large size tokens 

1 .* Rose (8 petals) in circles: plain border 
2. Chequer in circles: plain border 
3. 'A' on chequer in circle: plain border 

Six-foil  in circle of  6-foils  London 
13-foil  within border London 
similar London 

(with pictorial obverse) 
4. Formal 'Humpty Dumpty' radiate bust Six-foil  (field  partly chequy) London 
5. similar Six-foil  (field  striate) London 
6.* Formalised face  quarter right Six-foil  (field  chequy) London 
7. similar Whorl London 
8. Crowned 'Edwardian' facing  bust 12-foil  (field  void) London 
9 * Doubled headed eagle displayed Rose (8 petals) London 

10. probably similar Expanding cross (convex) London 
11. Many branched tree Six-foil  (field  linear decor.) London 
12.* Lis on chequer in circle: plain border 12-foil  (field  void) London 
13.* Letter 'A' (letter chequy) Six-foil  (field  chequy) London 
14.* Linear star (6 points), 5 central dots Quatrefoil  (field  void) London 
15. similar: with central trefoil Linear design London 
16. Star on crescent Shield barry London 
17* Ship with sails furled Star on crescent London 
18.* Ship of  different  design Whorl (many arms) London 
19.* Castle gateway 8-armed cross London 
20. similar Linear design London 
21.* Shield chequy 12-foil  (field  void) London 
22. similar Six-foil  in hexagon London 
23. Shield paly Quartrefoil London 
24. Shield chequy, more formalised Six-foil  (field  chequy) London 
25. Quartered square in outline radiate shield Rose (8 petals) in circle London 

M 
M 

TR72 

M 
M 
M 
M 
M 

Mx2 
M 

TR74 
M 
M 
M 

TR75 
M 
M 
M 

Mx2 
M 

Mx5 
TR81 

Mx2 
M 
M 

(with geometric obverse: variable size) 
Tokens bearing the same designs are normally the same size. In this group some tokens of  slightly larger 
than average size bear designs that also appear in slightly smaller form  on tokens of  normal module. 
26. (17 mm) Six-foil  in dotted circle 
27. (15]/2 mm) same designs 
28. (14'/2 mm) same designs 
29. (17 mm) Six-foil  void (annulets betw.) 

30. (16 mm) same designs 
31. (16 mm) Pentagon containing 5 dots, 

with an ornate frame 
32. (16 mm) similar design 
33.* (14V4 mm) same designs as previous 
(common geometric issues) 

Expanding cross (convex) 

Six-foil  bearing annulets 
(field  void) 

uncertain design 

Six-foil  (field  striate) 

London 
London 
London 
London 

London 
London 

London 
London 

34. 

35.* 
36. 
37.* 

38. 
39. 
40. 

Expanding cross (concave: field  void) 
= Expanding cross (convex: field 
chequy) — this alternative description 
is equally valid 
similar 
similar 
Expanding cross (straight); linear square 
in field 
similar: differing  in details 
Expanding cross (convex: field  void) 
similar 

Six-foil  (field  partly chequy) London 

Six-foil  (field  chequy) London 
Rose (8 petals) London 
Small six-foil  (field  chequy) London 

41. similar 
42. Straight cross: dot-in-circle each angle 

43. Straight cross: (field  void) 
44.* similar 

Rose (8 petals) 
Expanding cross (concave: 
field  void) 
as obverse 
Void cross: dot-in-circle, 
decor. 
as obverse 
Rose (8 petals bearing 
dot-in-circle) 

London 
London 
London 

London 
London 

London 
London 

M 
TR76 

M 
M 

M 
M 

TR86 
Mx2 

M 

TR77; Mx3 
M 

Mx2 

TR87 
M 

Mx3 

TR92; Mx2 
Mx2 

Mx2 
M 
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H) GEOMETRIC TOKENS (Conf.) 
45. similar Rose (8 petals bearing dot) London M 
46. similar Six-foil  (probably) London M 
47. Straight cross (cross + field  void) Square: obliquely quartered London M 
48.* 8-arm Cross (interstitial peripheral rays) Straight cross fleury London TR83; Mx2 

(field  void) 
49. similar Rose (8 petals with dots): London M 

plain border 
50.* similar Six-foil  (field  partly chequy) London M 
51. Rose (8 petals) Six-foil  (peripheral field London TR85; Mx3 

chequy) 
52. similar 8-foil  (field  void) London TR71 
53. Rose (8 petals bearing dot) Ornate octagonal design London Mx2 
54. Rose (8 petals bearing circle) as obverse London M 
55. 13-rayed design with peripheral dots Asymmetric floral  design London M 
56. similar Multifoil London M 
57. similar uncertain London M 
58. Ornate octagonal design Six-foil  (field  void: ray London M 

border) 
59. similar 4-foil  void upon 8-foil London M 

chequy 
60. comparable uncertain linear design London M 
61. Six-foil  void (field  ornate) Field lozengy. London M 
62.* similar (ornament differs) 9-petalled ornament London TR70; M 
63. Six-foil  void (field  chequy) 8-foil  (tips ornate) London M 
64. similar as obverse London TR93-4; Mx3 
65. Six-foil  void (field  ornate) 5-foil  (field  probably void) London M 
66. Six-foil  void (field  linear decoration) 8-foil  (field  chequy) London M 
67. similar 12-foil  (field  void) London M 
68. Six-foil  void (triple dots between) similar London M 
69. similar (small dots between) similar London M 
70. Six-foil  chequy (field  void) Wheel ornament London M 
71. Six-foil  void (dots between) Linear design based on cross London M 
72. similar related design London M 
73. Six-foil  chequy (field  void) similar London TR79 
74. similar Linear design ('cross on London M 

square') 
75. Six-foil  void (field  void) similar London M 
76. similar Linear design ('square on London M 

square') 
77.* 16-spoked wheel Six-foil  (field  chequy) London TR88; Mx3 
78. similar Six-foil  (triple dots between) London Mx5 
79. similar as obverse London TR84; Mx3 
80. Whorl (19 arms) Six-foil  void (field  ornate) London M 
81. similar (25 arms) 5-arm symmetric design London Mx2 

(chequy) 
82. similar (35 arms) Rose (8 petals) London TR91; M 
83. similar (12 arms) Linear design based on London M 

chequer 
84. similar (many arms) as obverse (27 and 30 arms) London M 
85. similar (many arms) London TR89; Mx3 
86* similar (smaller field) London Mx3 
87. Striate quartering ('Mill-wheel') Six-foil  chequy (field  void) London Mx2 
88. similar Six-foil  chequy (triple dots London Mx2 

between) 
89. similar Six-foil  void (field  chequy) London M 
90. similar Six-foil  void (field  void) London TR82 
91. similar Straight cross fleury London M 
92. similar (coarse) Straight cross chequy London M 
93. similar (normal style) uncertain London TR80 
94. similar (neat: large field) as obverse London M 
95. similar (neat: small field) as obverse London Mx3 
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96 .* similar (as previous) as obverse: but design London M 

reversed 

97. similar (coarse) as obverse London M 

98. Angled quartering uncertain London M 

99. Quatrefoil (field void) 5-pointed linear star London M 

100. similar similar London TR95 

101. similar Formalised quadruped right London M 

102. similar Formalised head London M 

103. similar Rose on shield (?) London M 

104. similar Six-foil (field chequy) London M 

105. similar Crossed chequers London M 

106. similar Striate quartering London Mx2 

('Mill-wheel') 

107. similar similar: but design reversed London Mx3 

108. similar uncertain London TR96; Mx2 

Analysis of Geometric tokens: 
Type Weight Diameter Thickness Condition Design Tin (%) Lead (%) Provenance 

gm mm mm Axes 

A. Large size Tokens 
1 2.12 20 _ G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 

2 1.56 21 - G - City Bank 

B. Main  series of  tokens 
(pictorial obverse) 
4 1.35 15 _ G 12 0 100 Bull Wharf 
5 1.20 16 _ G 1 Bull Wharf 

6 0.88 13 _ G 12 Bull Wharf 

7 0.75 14 _ G _ 0 100 Bull Wharf 

8 1.53 14% G — Bull Wharf 

9 1.05 16 _ G - Bull Wharf 

1.00 16 _ W — Billingsgate 

10 1.16 16 W 2 Billingsgate 

12 1.07 14 _ G - Bull Wharf 

13 1.59 15% _ G 12 Bull Wharf 

14 1.31 16 G — 0 100 City Bank 

16 1.28 14% _ G 12 Bull Wharf 

17 1.19 14% G 11 Bull Wharf 
18 1.15 15% G — 0 100 Bull Wharf 

19 0.90 13% G — Bull Wharf 

0.90 14 _ W - Bull Wharf 

20 0.82 14 H _ City Bank 

21 1.16 15 G _ 0 100 Bull Wharf 

0.98 14% G _ 0 100 Queenhithe 

1.24 15 G - City Bank 

1.25 15 _ W • - City Bank 

1.05 15 W _ City Bank 

23 1.15 14% G 10 0 100 City Bank 

0.94 14% . _ G 10 0 100 City Bank 

24 1.22 15 - G - City Bank 

(variable size) 
26 0.95 17 _ H - 0 100 Bull Wharf 
28 1.13 14% _ G — 0 100 Billingsgate 

29 1.73 17 _ W - 0 100 City Bank 

30 1.62 16 _ w - City Bank 

31 1.10 16 _ H - City Bank 

33 1.09 14% _ G — 0 100 City Bank 

0.95 14% - G Queenhithe 

(common geometric issues) 
City Bank 34 1.04 15 _ G — City Bank 

35 1.10 15 . G - City Bank 

1.24 15 G - City Bank 

1.21 15 _ G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 

36 1.57 15 _ G - uncertain 

37 1.20 15 _ G — 0 100 Bull Wharf 

1.19 14% _ G - City Bank 

39 0.70 14 — D - Billingsgate 
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H) GEOMETRIC TOKENS (Cont.) 
40 1.10 15 _ G 12 0 100 City Bank 40 

0.77 14 G 12 City Bank 

0.72 14 _ W 12 Bull Whaif 

41 0.96 14 _ w 1 City Bank 41 
1.06 14 w 1 City Bank 

42 1.04 13% _ G 12 0 100 Bull Whaif 

1.06 13 _ G 12 0 100 City Bank 

43 1.05 13'/2 _ G 12 City Bank 43 
1.15 13'/2 _ G 12 City Bank 

44 0.96 13>/2 _ G - City Bank 

45 1.20 14 _ W - Queenhithe 

46 0.90 14 W - City Bank 

47 0.70 12 _ G — Billingsgate 

48 1.03 14 — G - Bull Wharf 

0.95 15'/2 _ G - 0 100 uncertain 

49 0.90 14 G Bull Wharf 

50 1.09 15 G 0 100 Bull Wharf 

51 1.03 15 _ G - 0 100 City Bank 51 
1.20 14'/2 _ G - City Bank 

0.73 14 W — Billingsgate 

53 0.81 13 G — City Bank 53 
0.95 16 _ W — Southwark 

54 1.07 14 - W — 0 100 Southwark 

55 1.06 14 _ G - City Bank 

56 0.88 14 _ W City Bank 

57 1.05 14'/2 _ w — City Bank 

58 1.09 15 _ G - Bull Wharf 

59 1.18 15 _ W - Bull Wharf 

60 1.15 13 _ W - City Bank 

61 1.69 16 G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 

62 1.51 15'/2 — G - Bull Wharf 

63 1.05 15 _ G - City Bank 

64 0.99 14'/2 _ G - 0 100 City Bank 64 
0.85 14'/2 _ W - City Bank 

0.83 14 _ G — Swan Stairs 

65 0.85 14 — W - Bankside 

66 1.20 14 _ G - City Bank 

67 1.32 15 _ G - 0 100 City Bank 

68 1.05 15 _ H - City Bank 

69 1.03 15 _ H - City Bank 

70 1.06 15 _ W - City Bank 

71 1.25 15 — W - City Bank 

72 1.16 15 H - Billingsgate 

74 1.05 14'/2 - G - City Bank 

75 1.24 14 _ G - 0 100 City Bank 

76 1.23 13V4 _ G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 

77 1.19 15 _ G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 77 
1.14 15 _ G - City Bank 

1.00 15 W - City Bank 

78 0.90 14 - G - 0 100 City Bank 

0.72 14»/2 _ G - City Bank 

0.73 14 _ G - City Bank 

0.80 14 _ G - City Bank 

1.00 14V4 — W - City Bank 

79 0.98 13'/2 — G - City Bank 

0.79 14 — W - uncertain 

0.89 13'/2 _ G - City Bank 

80 1.41 15 _ G - City Bank 

81 1.20 14V4 — G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 

1.28 14»/2 _ G - City Bank 

82 1.00 15 — G - 0 100 City Bank 

83 0.91 14 _ G - City Bank 

84 0.85 14 - G - Bull Wharf 

85 0.82 14 — W - uncertain 

0.82 14 W — City Bank 

1.00 14 - w - City Bank 

86 0.83 14 - G - Billingsgate 

1.01 13 - G - Billingsgate 
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0.95 14 _ G — City Bank 
87 1.35 15 - G - City Bank 

1.25 14 - G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 
88 1.04 15 - W - 0 100 Bull Wharf 

1.06 15 - G - Billingsgate 
89 1.35 15% - W - City Bank 
91 1.06 15 - W - City Bank 
92 0.81 15 - W - City Bank 
94' 1.10 14 - w - uncertain 
95 0.98 13% - G - City Bank 

0.92 12% - G - Bull Wharf 
1.16 13 - G - City Bank 
0.85 14 - W - City Bank 

96 0.81 14 - G - City Bank 
97 1.36 13 - W - City Bank 
98 0.67 13 - D - 0 100 City Bank 
99 1.50 14 - W - 0 100 City Bank 

101 1.38 16 - w - 0 100 City Bank 
102 0.99 14 - w - City Bank 
103 1.29 15 - w - Billingsgate 
104 1.23 14% — G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 
105 1.20 15 - G - 0 100 City Bank 
106 1.57 15 - G - 0 100 Bull Wharf 

1.29 15 - D - 0 100 City Bank 
107 1.41 15 — G — uncertain 

1.76 15 - G - Billingsgate 
1.13 15 - W - City Bank 

108 0.45 14 - w - City Bank 
0.80 14 - w - City Bank 

Main series: 
Pictorial obverse: Weight: (in good condition) 1.14 gm (SD 0.22: n = 20) 

Diameter: 14.83 mm (SD 0.85: n = 20) 
Common geometric: Weight: (in good condition) 1.10 gm (SD 0.23: n = 63) 

Diameter: 14.31 mm (SD 0.78: n = 63) 

All Main series tokens: Weight: (in good condition) 1.11 gm (SD 0.22: n = 86) 
Diameter: 14.44 mm (SD 0.82: n = 86) 
Thickness: equal to, or above, 0.62 mm (n = 80) 
Tin(%): effectively zero (n = 39) 

(all 80 tokens checked for thickness measured not less than 0.62 mm: these have not been individually cited) 

I) GEOMETRIC PERIOD: CONTEMPORARY TOKENS 

This heading covers two small groups of  tokens that belong to the geometric period, but merit individual 
consideration. 
Provenance: London 
Chronology: as Geometric series 
Metal: Lead (by inspection: not analysed) 
Types: 
A. Dumpy imitations of  geometric  tokens 
1. Multifoil  Multifoil  London M 
2. Straight cross (chequy) as obverse (probably) London M 
Both these tokens are in worn condition and they were found  together at Queenhithe. 
1 Weight: 2.35 gm; Diameter: 13 mm 
2 Weight: 2.65 gm; Diameter: 15 mm 
B. Worn  tokens  of  the geometric  series bearing incised  graffiti 
3. Incised 12-arm cross 0.65 gm 15 mm London (Southwark) M 
4. Incised cross: token centrally nailed 1.07 gm 15 mm London (City Bank) M 
5. Incised cross 1.08 gm 14 mm London (City Bank) M 
6. Incised criss-cross on obverse and reverse 1.46 gm 17 mm London (City Bank) M 
All these tokens are too worn to identify  the original designs. Very worn tokens of  this general period 
are not uncommonly found,  though they rarely bear incised designs. The occurrence of  such pieces suggests 
that continued circulation of  tokens did not necessarily depend upon preservation of  a recognisable design. 
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Sewn tokens 

Prototype circular tokens 

Beaded border pictorial tokens 

(Illustrated x2) 
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Beaded border pictorial tokens (cont.): 

(Illustrated x2) 
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(Illustrated x2) 
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Main pictorial tokens (com.)-. 

( I l lus t ra ted x 2) 
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Main pictorial tokens (cont.): 

(Illustrated x2) 

Late pictorial tokens 

Subsidiary pictorial tokens 
jJ&SSi&w -
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(Illustrated x2) 
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Late pictorial tokens (corn.): 
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(Illustrated x2) 
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Late pictorial tokens (cont.): 

Mid-14th century 
Transitional tokens 

(Illustrated x2) 
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Mid-14th century Transitional tokens (cont.): 

(Illustrated x2) 
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Geometric tokens (corn.): 

(Illustrated x2) 
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